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(54) INVERSE TRANSFORMATION METHOD FOR CLIPPING DATA OF INVERSE QUANTIZATION, 
INVERSE TRANSFORMATION DURING VIDEO DECODING STEP, AND DEVICE THEREFOR

(57) Provided are video encoding and video decod-
ing for performing clipping on data during inverse quan-
tization and inverse transformation according to blocks.
An inverse transformation method includes: receiving
quantized transformation coefficients of a current block;
clipping transformation coefficients generated by in-
verse-quantizing the quantized transformation coeffi-
cients to a range of a first maximum value and a first
minimum value that are determined based on a size of

the current block; clipping intermediate data generated
by performing first inverse transformation on the clipped
transformation coefficients by using a first inverse trans-
formation matrix to a range of a second maximum value
and a second minimum value that are determined based
on the size of the current block and in internal bit depth;
and performing second inverse transformation on the
clipped intermediate data by using a second inverse
transformation matrix.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to video encoding and video decoding, and more particularly, to video encoding
and video decoding for clipping data during inverse quantization and inverse transformation according to blocks.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] As hardware for reproducing and storing high resolution or high quality video content is being developed and
supplied, a need for a video codec for effectively encoding or decoding the high resolution or high quality video content
is increasing. According to a conventional video codec, a video is encoded according to a limited encoding method
based on a macroblock having a predetermined size.
[0003] Image data of a spatial domain is transformed into coefficients of a frequency region via frequency transfor-
mation. According to a video codec, an image is split into blocks having a predetermined size, discrete cosine transfor-
mation (DCT) is performed for each respective block, and frequency coefficients are encoded in block units, for rapid
calculation of frequency transformation. Compared with image data of a spatial domain, coefficients of a frequency
region are easily compressed. In particular, since an image pixel value of a spatial domain is expressed according to a
prediction error via inter prediction or intra prediction of a video codec, when frequency transformation is performed on
the prediction error, a large amount of data may be transformed to 0. According to a video codec, an amount of data
may be reduced by replacing data that is consecutively and repeatedly generated with small-sized data.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0004] According to the present invention, intermediate data is clipped during inverse quantization and inverse trans-
formation so as to prevent an overflow in inverse transformation of video decoding, and a clipping range for reducing a
clipping number of times is determined.

TECHNICAL SOLUTION

[0005] According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an inverse transformation method for video
decoding, including: receiving quantized transformation coefficients of a current block; generating transformation coef-
ficients by inverse-quantizing the quantized transformation coefficients, and clipping the generated transformation co-
efficients to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value that are determined based on a size of the
current block; performing first inverse transformation on the clipped transformation coefficients by using a first inverse
transformation matrix, and clipping intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation to a range of a second
maximum value and a second minimum value determined based on the size of the current block and an internal bit
depth; and performing second inverse transformation on the clipped intermediate data by using a second inverse trans-
formation matrix.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS

[0006] Overflows of registers may be prevented since input data of first inverse transformation and second inverse
transformation is pre-clipped such that intermediate data and output data generated via the first inverse transformation
and the second inverse transformation during a video decoding process are stored in a register and a buffer, according
to an inverse transformation method according to one or more embodiments of the present invention. Also, by performing
clipping only after inverse quantization and the first inverse transformation without having to progressively perform
clipping, an overflow of output data of the first inverse transformation and the second inverse transformation may be
prevented via a minimum clipping.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an inverse transformation apparatus according to an embodiment;
FIG. 2 illustrates an inverse transformation process for video decoding, according to an embodiment;
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FIG. 3 illustrates a storage process of data generated during inverse transformation, according to an embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an inverse transformation method according to an embodiment;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a video decoding apparatus including the inverse transformation apparatus of FIG. 1,
according to an embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a video decoding method performed by a video decoding apparatus, according to
an embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a video encoding apparatus including the inverse transformation apparatus of FIG. 1,
according to an embodiment;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a video encoding method performed by a video encoding apparatus, according to
an embodiment;
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a video encoding apparatus based on a coding unit according to a tree structure,
according to an embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a video decoding apparatus based on a coding unit according to a tree structure,
according to an embodiment;
FIG. 11 is a diagram for describing a concept of coding units according to an embodiment;
FIG. 12 is a block diagram of an image encoder based on coding units according to an embodiment;
FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an image decoder based on coding units according to an embodiment;
FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating deeper coding units according to depths, and partitions according to an embodiment;
FIG. 15 is a diagram for describing a relationship between a coding unit and transformation units, according to an
embodiment;
FIG. 16 is a diagram for describing encoding information of coding units corresponding to a coded depth, according
to an embodiment;
FIG. 17 is a diagram of deeper coding units according to depths, according to an embodiment;
FIGS. 18 through 20 are diagrams for describing a relationship between coding units, prediction units, and trans-
formation units, according to an embodiment;
FIG. 21 is a diagram for describing a relationship between a coding unit, a prediction unit, and a transformation unit,
according to encoding mode information of Table 1.
FIG. 22 illustrates a physical structure of a disc that stores a program, according to an embodiment;
FIG. 23 illustrates a disc drive that records and reads a program by using a disc;
FIG. 24 illustrates an entire structure of a content supply system that provides content distribution service;
FIGS. 25 and 26 illustrate external and internal structures of a mobile phone to which a video encoding method and
a video decoding method are applied, according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 27 illustrates a digital broadcasting system employing a communication system, according to an embodiment
of the present invention; and
FIG. 28 illustrates a network structure of a cloud computing system using a video encoding apparatus and a video
decoding apparatus, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

BEST MODE

[0008] According to an aspect according to the present invention, there is provided an inverse transformation method
for video decoding, including: receiving quantized transformation coefficients of a current block; generating transformation
coefficients by inverse-quantizing the quantized transformation coefficients, and clipping the generated transformation
coefficients to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value that are determined based on a size of the
current block; performing first inverse transformation on the clipped transformation coefficients by using a first inverse
transformation matrix, and clipping intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation to a range of a second
maximum value and a second minimum value determined based on the size of the current block and an internal bit
depth; and performing second inverse transformation on the clipped intermediate data by using a second inverse trans-
formation matrix.
[0009] The first inverse transformation matrix may be a one-dimensional (1 D) inverse transformation matrix in a
vertical frequency direction, and the second inverse transformation matrix is a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a
horizontal frequency direction.
[0010] The clipping of the intermediate data may include: storing the intermediate data generated via the first inverse
transformation in a first storage unit; and storing the clipped intermediate data in a second storage unit.
[0011] The first maximum value may be determined by using a first storage maximum value indicating a maximum
value of data storable in the first storage unit, a second storage maximum value indicating a maximum value of data
storable in the second storage unit, and a length of the first inverse transformation matrix. The second maximum value
may be determined by using the first storage maximum value, the second storage maximum value, a length of the second
inverse transformation matrix, and an internal matrix.
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[0012] The length of the first inverse transformation matrix may be determined based on the size of the current block
and the length of the second inverse transformation matrix is determined based on the size of the current block.
[0013] The inverse transformation method may further include: performing intra prediction decoding or motion com-
pensation on restored residual data of the current block, which is generated via the second inverse transformation; and
restoring image data of the current block via the intra prediction decoding or motion compensation.
[0014] The receiving of the quantized transformation coefficients may include extracting the quantized transformation
coefficients of the current block by parsing a received bitstream and performing entropy decoding.
[0015] The receiving of the quantized transformation coefficients may include: performing transformation and quanti-
zation on residual data of the current block, which is generated via intra prediction encoding or motion prediction; and
receiving the quantized transformation coefficients generated via the transformation and the quantization.
[0016] According to another aspect according to the present invention, there is provided an inverse transformation
apparatus for video decoding, including: an inverse quantizer for generating transformation coefficients by inverse-
quantizing quantized transformation coefficients of a current block, and clipping the generated transformation coefficients
to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value that are determined based on a size of the current block;
a first inverse transformer for performing first inverse transformation on the clipped transformation coefficients by using
a first inverse transformation matrix, and clipping first intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation to
a range of a second maximum value and a second minimum value determined based on the size of the current block
and an internal bit depth; and a second inverse transformer for performing second inverse transformation on the clipped
first intermediate data by using a second inverse transformation matrix.
[0017] The inverse transformation apparatus may further include: a first storage unit for storing the first intermediate
data generated via the first inverse transformation; a second storage unit for storing the clipped first intermediate data;
and a third storage unit for storing restored residual data of the current block by de-scaling bitwise-shifting second
intermediate data generated via the second inverse transformation considering an internal bit depth.
[0018] According to another aspect according to the present invention, there is provided a video decoding apparatus
further including, as well as the inverse transformation apparatus, a prediction decoder for restoring image data of the
current block by performing intra prediction decoding or motion compensation on restored residual data of the current
block, which is generated via the second inverse transformation.
[0019] The video decoding apparatus may further include a receiver for extracting the quantized transformation coef-
ficients of the current block by parsing a received bitstream and performing entropy decoding.
[0020] According to another aspect according to the present invention, there is provided a video encoding apparatus
further including, as well as the inverse transformation apparatus, an encoder for performing transformation and quan-
tization on residual data of the current block, which is generated via intra prediction encoding or motion prediction.
[0021] According to another aspect according to the present invention, there is provided a computer-readable recording
medium having recorded thereon a program for executing the inverse transformation method.

MODE OF THE INVENTION

[0022] Hereinafter, an inverse transformation apparatus and an inverse transformation method for video decoding,
according to embodiments will be described with reference to FIGS. 1 through 4. Also, a video encoding method and a
video decoding method that involve an inverse transformation method, according to embodiments, and a video encoding
apparatus and a video decoding apparatus that include an inverse transformation apparatus, according to embodiments,
will be described with reference to FIGS. 5 through 8. Also, a video encoding technique and a video decoding technique
that involve an inverse transformation method based on coding units having a tree structure, according to embodiments
of the present invention, will be described with reference to FIGS. 9 through 21. Hereinafter, an ’image’ may denote a
still image or a moving image of a video, or a video itself.
[0023] First, an inverse transformation apparatus and an inverse transformation method for video decoding, according
to embodiments will be described with reference to FIGS. 1 through 4.
[0024] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an inverse transformation apparatus 10 according to an embodiment.
[0025] The inverse transformation apparatus 10 includes an inverse quantizer 12, a first inverse transformer 14, and
a second inverse transformer 16.
[0026] The inverse transformation apparatus 10 may receive quantized transformation coefficients according to blocks
for encoding, and output residual data in a spatial domain restored via inverse quantization and inverse transformation.
The residual data may be differential data of pixel values between a current region and another region.
[0027] According to video encoding based on blocks, each image in an image sequence of a video is split into blocks
and is encoded according to the blocks. A block may have a square shape, a rectangular shape, or any geometric shape
and is not limited to a data unit having a predetermined size. According to an embodiment of the present invention, a
block may be a maximum coding unit, a coding unit, a prediction unit, a transformation unit, or the like from among
coding units according to a tree structure. Video encoding and decoding methods based on coding units according to
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a tree structure will be described below with reference to FIGS. 6 through 18.
[0028] For video encoding, the quantized transformation coefficients may be generated as transformation and quan-
tization are performed on the residual data according to the blocks of the image. During a video decoding process,
inverse quantization is required to restore transformation coefficients from the quantized transformation coefficients,
and inverse transformation is required to restore the residual data in the spatial domain from the restored transformation
coefficients.
[0029] The inverse quantizer 12 generates the transformation coefficients by performing inverse quantization on the
received quantized transformation coefficients. The first inverse transformer 14 performs first inverse transformation on
the transformation coefficients generated by the inverse quantizer 12. The second inverse transformer 16 may output
the residual data in the spatial domain by performing second inverse transformation on output data of the first inverse
transformer 14.
[0030] During the video decoding process, inverse transformation is performed on transformation coefficients to restore
data in a spatial domain from transformation coefficients generated via fixed-point transformation. In response to the
fixed-point transformation, output data generated via fixed-point inverse transformation may be de-scaled to a prede-
termined bit depth or below.
[0031] Accordingly, the first inverse transformer 14 may store data inverse- transformed via the first inverse transfor-
mation in a first storage unit having a first data size. The first inverse transformer 14 may perform de-scaling on the data
stored in the first storage unit, i.e., the data inverse-transformed via the first inverse transformation, and store the de-
scaled data in a second storage unit having a second data size.
[0032] Also, the second inverse transformer 16 may store data inverse-quantized via the second inverse transformation
in the first storage unit having the first data size. The second inverse transformer 16 may perform de-scaling on the data
stored in the first storage unit, i.e., the data inverse-quantized via the second inverse transformation. The second inverse
transformer 16 may perform de-scaling considering an internal bit depth used for accurate prediction encoding, and
store the de-scaled data in the second storage unit having the second data size.
[0033] A data size of a storage unit denotes a size for storing data of a predetermined bit depth, and may be a maximum
value of data stored in the storage unit. Hereinafter, a maximum value and a minimum value of the data may be determined
by the predetermined bit depth of the data, and since a data value is a value between the maximum and minimum values,
a dynamic range of the data may be determined by the predetermined bit depth. The minimum value of the data of the
predetermined bit depth may be a negative value corresponding to the maximum value that is a positive number.
Accordingly, the data size of the storage unit where the data of the predetermined bit depth is stored may also be
determined according to the predetermined bit depth of the data. Hereinafter, a bit depth, a maximum value, a range of
data, and a data size of a storage unit all have the similar meaning. Thus, storage units having different data sizes may
store data of different bit depths.
[0034] The first and second inverse transformers 14 and 16 may realize de-scaling by bitwiseshifting the data generated
via the respective inverse transformation to right by the predetermined bit depth. Specifically, the second inverse trans-
former 16 may perform bitwise-shift by a number of bits determined while considering the internal bit depth.
[0035] In order for the first inverse transformer 14 to store the data inverse- transformed via the first inverse transfor-
mation in the first storage unit, a maximum value of the inverse-transformed data may be smaller than or equal to a
maximum value of data storable in the first storage unit. Also, in order for the de-scaled data of the data inverse-
transformed via the first inverse transformation to be stored in the second storage unit, a maximum value of the de-
scaled data after the first inverse transformation may be smaller than or equal to a maximum value of data storable in
the second storage unit.
[0036] The first inverse transformer 14 may perform the first inverse transformation by using an inverse transformation
matrix in a vertical frequency direction.
[0037] An inverse transformation matrix, maximum values of data storable in the first and second storage units, and
a bit number of bitwise-shift for de-scaling are fixed constants. Accordingly, in order for the maximum value of the data
inverse- transformed via the first inverse transformation to be adjusted based on the first and second storage units, a
range of output data of the inverse quantizer 12, the output data being an input for the first inverse transformation, needs
to be adjusted. The inverse quantizer 12 may perform inverse quantization to clip the generated transformation coefficients
to a predetermined range.
[0038] Also, in order for the second inverse transformer 16 to store the data inverse-transformed via the second inverse
transformation in the first storage unit, a maximum value of the inverse-transformed data may be smaller than or equal
to the maximum value of data storable in the first storage unit. Also, in order for the de-scaled data of the data inverse-
transformed via the second inverse transformation to be stored in the second storage unit, a maximum value of the de-
scaled data after the second inverse transformation may be smaller than or equal to the maximum value of data storable
in the second storage unit.
[0039] The second inverse transformer 16 may perform the second inverse transformation by using an inverse trans-
formation matrix in a horizontal frequency direction. Since an inverse transformation matrix, maximum values of data
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storable in the first and second storage units, and a bit number of bitwise-shift for de-scaling are fixed constants, in order
for the maximum value of the data inverse-transformed via the second inverse transformation to be adjusted based on
the first and second storage units, a range of output data of the first inverse transformer 14, the output data being an
input for the second inverse transformation, needs to be adjusted. Accordingly, the first inverse transformer 14 may clip
intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation to a predetermined range.
[0040] As such, the inverse quantizer 12 may clip the transformation coefficients generated by inverse-quantizing the
quantized transformation coefficients to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value that are determined
based on a length of the inverse transformation matrix in the vertical frequency direction. The length of the inverse
transformation matrix in the vertical frequency direction may be determined based on a size of the current block. Ac-
cordingly, the inverse quantizer 12 may clip the transformation coefficients after the inverse quantization to the range
of the first maximum value and the first minimum value that are determined based on the size of the current block.
[0041] The first inverse transformer 14 may perform the first inverse transformation on the transformation coefficients
clipped by the inverse quantizer 12, by using the inverse transformation matrix in the vertical frequency direction. The
first inverse transformer 14 may store first intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation in the first
storage unit, and de-scale the first intermediate data stored in the first storage unit by a first bit depth.
[0042] The first inverse transformer 14 may clip the de-scaled first intermediate data to a range of a second maximum
value and a second minimum value that are determined based on a length of the inverse transformation matrix in the
horizontal frequency direction and the internal bit depth. The length of the inverse transformation matrix in the horizontal
frequency direction may also be determined based on the size of the current block. Accordingly, the first inverse trans-
former 14 may clip the de-scaled first intermediate data after inverse transformation in the vertical frequency direction
to the range of the second maximum value and the second minimum value that are determined based on the size of the
current block and the internal bit depth. The first inverse transformer 14 may store the clipped first intermediate data in
the second storage unit.
[0043] The second inverse transformer 16 may perform the second inverse transformation on the first intermediate
data clipped by the first inverse transformer 14, by using the inverse transformation matrix in the horizontal frequency
direction.
[0044] The second inverse transformer 16 may store second intermediate data generated via the second inverse
transformation in the first storage unit, and de-scale the second intermediate data stored in the first storage unit by a
second bit depth determined by considering the internal bit depth. The second inverse transformer 16 may store the de-
scaled second intermediate data in the second storage unit.
[0045] First transformation may be consecutively performed twice on a two-dimensional (2D) block for 2D transfor-
mation of the 2D block. Accordingly, in a video decoding process, 1D inverse transformation may be consecutively
performed twice for 2D inversion transformation.
[0046] Accordingly, the first and second inverse transformers 14 and 16 may each perform 1 D inverse transformation.
For example, a first inverse transformation matrix of the first inverse transformer 14 may be an 1 D inverse transformation
matrix in a vertical frequency direction, and a second inverse transformation matrix of the second inverse transformer
16 may be a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a horizontal frequency direction.
[0047] The first inverse transformer 14 may determine the first maximum value by using the maximum value (a first
storage maximum value) of the data storable in the first storage unit, the maximum value (a second storage maximum
value) of the data storable in the second storage unit, and the first inverse transformation matrix. The first minimum
value may be a minimum negative value corresponding to the first maximum value.
[0048] The second inverse transformer 16 may determine the second maximum value by using the first storage
maximum value, the second storage maximum value, the second inverse transformation matrix, and the internal matrix.
The second minimum value may be a minimum negative value corresponding to the second maximum value.
[0049] The first maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among i) a value obtained by dividing
a de-scaling bitwise-shifted value of the second storage maximum value by the length of the first inverse transformation
matrix, and ii) a value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum value by the length of the first inverse transformation
matrix.
[0050] The second maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among iii) a value obtained by
dividing a de-scaled bitwise-shifted value of the second storage maximum value considering the internal bit depth by
the length of the second inverse transformation matrix, and iv) a value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum
value by the length of the second inverse transformation matrix.
[0051] For example, the length of the first inverse transformation matrix may be an L1-norm value of the first inverse
transformation matrix. Similarly, the length of the second inverse transformation matrix may be an L1-norm value of the
second inverse transformation matrix.
[0052] Accordingly, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 may adjust the dynamic range of the quantized transfor-
mation coefficient by considering the data sizes of the first and second storage units where the data is to be stored after
the first inverse transformation, i.e., the maximum values of data storable in the first and second storage units. Also, the
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inverse transformation apparatus 10 may adjust the dynamic range of the data that is first inverse-transformed by
considering the maximum values of the data storable in the first and second storage units where the data after the
second inverse transformation is stored, and the internal bit depth for de-scaling.
[0053] The first storage unit may be a register and the second storage unit may be a buffer.
[0054] According to the inverse transformation apparatus 10, overflows of registers may be prevented since input data
of first inverse transformation and second inverse transformation is pre-clipped so that intermediate data and output
data generated via the first inverse transformation and the second inverse transformation during a video decoding
process are stored in a register and a buffer. Also, by only performing clipping after inverse quantization and first inverse
transformation without having to progressively perform clipping, overflows of output data of the first and second inverse
transformations may be prevented with a minimum clipping.
[0055] FIG. 2 illustrates an inverse transformation process for video decoding, according to an embodiment.
[0056] The inverse transformation apparatus 10 of FIG. 1 and the inverse transformation process of FIG. 2 may partially
correspond to each other. The inverse quantizer 12 of FIG. 1 may include an inverse quantizer 24 and a first clipper 25,
the first inverse transformer 14 may include a first 1D inverse transformer 26 and a second clipper 27, and the second
inverse transformer 16 may include a second 1 D inverse transformer 28.
[0057] A parser 22 may receive and parse a bitstream 21, and extract quantized transformation coefficients from the
bitstream 21. The quantized transformation coefficients extracted by the parser 22 may be stored in a buffer 225 that is
a temporary storage unit.
[0058] The inverse quantizer 24 may generate transformation coefficients by performing inverse quantization on the
quantized transformation coefficients stored in the buffer 225. The first clipper 25 may clip the transformation coefficients
generated by the inverse quantizer 24 to be within a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value. The first
minimum value may be a minimum negative value corresponding to the first maximum value. The transformation coef-
ficients clipped by the first clipper 25 may be stored in a first buffer 255.
[0059] The first 1D inverse transformer 26 generates first intermediate data by performing first 1D inverse transformation
on the transformation coefficients received from the first buffer 255. The first 1D inverse transformer 26 may perform
1D inverse transformation in a vertical frequency direction. The second clipper 27 may clip the first intermediate data
generated by the first 1 D inverse transformer 26 to be within a range of a second maximum value and a second minimum
value. The second minimum value may be a minimum negative value corresponding to the second maximum value.
The first intermediate data clipped by the second clipper 27 may be stored in a second buffer 275.
[0060] The second 1 D inverse transformer 28 may generate second intermediate data by performing second 1 D
inverse transformation on the first intermediate data received from the second buffer 275. The second intermediate data
may be 2D inverse-transformed data generated by performing 1D inverse transformation twice. 2D inverse-transformed
data generated by the second 1 D inverse transformer 28 may be stored in a third buffer 295.
[0061] Accordingly, according to the inverse transformation process, the first clipper 25 performs first clipping after
the inverse quantizer 24 and the second clipper 27 performs second clipping after the first 1 D inverse transformation
of the first 1 D inverse transformer 26, and thus clipping may be performed total twice.
[0062] A method of determining the first maximum value of the first clipping by the first clipper 25 after the inverse
quantization and a method of determining the second maximum value of the second clipping by the second clipper 27
after the first 1 D inverse transformation will now be described with reference to FIG. 3.
[0063] FIG. 3 illustrates a storage process of data generated during the inverse transformation process of FIG. 2.
[0064] A clipping function ’Clip3 is a function where a value smaller than ’Min1’ is replaced by ’Min1’, a value higher
than ’Max1’ is replaced by ’Max1’, and a value between ’Min1’ and ’Max1’ is maintained, from among ’OutPutOfDe-
Quantizer’. Accordingly, the first clipper 25 clips transformation coefficients that are output data (OutPutOfDeQuantizer)
of the inverse quantizer 24 to a range of a first minimum value (Min1) and a first maximum value (Max1). The transformation
coefficients clipped by the first clipper 25 may be stored in the first buffer 255.
[0065] The first 1 D inverse transformer 26 may generate first intermediate data by multiplying the transformation
coefficients stored in the first buffer 255 to a 1 D discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrix 265 in a vertical frequency
direction, and store the first intermediate data in a first register 30.
[0066] In Formulas (i), (ii), and (iii) below, coeffQ denotes transformation coefficients clipped by the first clipper 25,
TrMatrix(H) denotes the 1 D DCT matrix 265 in the vertical frequency direction of the first 1 D inverse transformer 26,
and register1 denotes the first intermediate data stored in the first register 30. 
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[0067] In other words, Formula (i) denotes a 1 D inverse transformation operation in the vertical frequency direction
of the first 1 D inverse transformer 26, and Formula (ii) denotes a clipping range of the first clipper 25. Since a range of
transformation coefficients is limited between the first maximum value (Max1) and the first minimum value (Min1) by the
first clipper 25, an absolute value of the first intermediate data (register1) in Formula (iii) may also be limited to be lower
than or equal to NormL1(H)*Max1.
[0068] NormL1(H) is a L1-norm value of the 1D DCT matrix 265 in the vertical frequency direction. The L1-norm value
of the 1 D DCT matrix 265 in the vertical frequency direction may indicate a length of the 1 D DCT matrix 265 in the
vertical frequency direction. In order to determine a L1-norm value of a matrix, a sum of absolute values of elements is
determined per row of the matrix, and a maximum value from among the sum may be determined to be the L1-norm
value of the matrix.
[0069] Accordingly, a maximum value of the first intermediate data generated by multiplying the 1D DCT matrix 265
in the vertical frequency direction to the clipped transformation coefficients may be determined to be a product
(NormL1(H)*Max1) of the L1-norm value (NormL1(H)) of the 1D DCT matrix 265 and the maximum value (Max1) of the
clipped transformation coefficients (Formula (iii)).
[0070] The first 1D inverse transformer 26 may perform de-scaling on the first intermediate data generated via 1D
inverse transformation in the vertical frequency direction. The first 1D inverse transformer 26 may de-scale the first
intermediate data by applying a first offset (offset1) to the first intermediate data and then performing a bitwise right-
shift, after first 1D DCT of the first 1D inverse transformer 26. Formula (iv) represents a de-scaling operation of the first
1 D inverse transformer 26. 

[0071] A bit number (shift1) of a first bitwise-shift for the de-scaling after the first 1D inverse transformation may be 7,
and the first offset may be a result value ((1<<(shift1-1)) obtained by bitwise-shifting 1 to left by a bit number obtained
by subtracting 1 bit from the bit number of the first bitwise-shift.
[0072] When Formula (iv) and Formula (iii) are combined, a range of the de-scaled first intermediate data (temp) may
be determined as shown in Formula (v) below. 

[0073] Also, the second clipper 27 may clip the de-scaled first intermediate data to a range of a second minimum value
(Min2) and a second maximum value (Max2). The first intermediate data clipped by the first clipper 25 may be stored
in the second buffer 275.
[0074] A clipping operation of the second clipper 27 may be represented by Formula (vi) below. 

[0075] The second 1 D inverse transformer 28 may generate second intermediate data by multiplying the transformation
coefficients stored in the second buffer 275 to a 1 D DCT matrix 285 in a horizontal frequency direction, and store the
second intermediate data in a second register 32.
[0076] Since Max2 denotes the second maximum value of the first intermediate data clipped by the first 1 D inverse
transformer 26 and the first clipper 25, and TrMatrix(W) denotes the 1 D DCT matrix 285 in the horizontal frequency
direction of the second 1D inverse transformer 28, a maximum value of the second intermediate data (register2) to be
stored in the second register 32 may be determined according to Formula (vii) below. 

[0077] Here, NormL1(W) denotes a L1-norm value of the 1D DCT matrix 285 in the horizontal frequency direction.
[0078] The second 1 D inverse transformer 28 may also perform de-scaling on the second intermediate data generated
via 1 D DCT in the horizontal frequency direction. The second 1 D inverse transformer 28 may apply a second offset
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(offset2) to the second intermediate data (register2) and then perform bitwise right-shift, so as to de-scale the second
intermediate data. Formula (viii) below represents a de-scaling operation of the second 1 D inverse transformer 28. 

[0079] A bit number (shift2) of a second bitwise-shift for de-scaling after second 1D DCT may be determined according
to an internal bit depth (B). For example, the shift2 may be determined to be ’12-(B-8)’. The second offset (offset2) may
be a result value (1<<(shift2-1)) obtained by bitwise-shifting 1 to left by a bit number obtained by subtracting 1 bit from
the bit number of the second bitwise-shift.
[0080] The second 1 D inverse transformer 28 may store the second intermediate data de-scaled according to Formula
(viii) in the third buffer 295. Also, since the second intermediate data is 2D inverse-transformed data as 1 D inverse
transformation is performed twice, the second intermediate data may be restored residual data 34. Residual data is
differential data of pixel values between a current block and another block. Accordingly, de-scaled and 2D inverse-
converted data stored in the third buffer 295 may be the restored residual data 34.
[0081] When Formula (viii) and Formula (vii) are combined, a range (rec-res) of the de-scaled and 2D inverse-trans-
formed data, i.e., the restored residual data 34, may be determined according to Formula (ix) below. 

[0082] Here, a size of the second intermediate data (register2) stored in the second register 32 is limited to a maximum
value (Maxlnt) of data storable in the second register 32. Also, the range (rec-res) of the restored residual data 34 stored
in the third buffer 295 is also limited to a maximum value (Maxshort) of data storable in the third buffer 295.
[0083] For example, when the second register 32 is a 32-bit register where maximum 32-bit data is storable, the
maximum value (Maxlnt) of the data storable in the second register 32 is (2^31-1). When the third buffer 295 is a 16-bit
buffer where maximum 16-bit data is storable, the maximum value (MaxShort) of the data storable in the third buffer
295 may be (2^15-1).
[0084] Accordingly, the second intermediate data (register2) stored in the second register 32 and the range (rec_res)
of the restored residual data 34 stored in the third buffer 295 may be respectively determined by Formulas (x) and (xi)
below. 

[0085] Accordingly, when Formulas (vii) and (ix) and Formulas (x) and (xi) are combined, the second maximum value
(Max2) may be determined according to Formula (xii) below. 

[0086] The second maximum value (Max2) may be determined to be a smaller value (Min(α, β)) from among a value
(α) obtained by dividing a de-scaled bitwise-shifted value of the maximum value (MaxShort) of the data storable in the
third buffer 295 by the bit number (shift2) by the length (NormL1(W)) of the 1 D inverse transformation matrix 285 in the
horizontal frequency direction, and a value (β) obtained by dividing the maximum value (Maxlnt) of the data storable in
the second register 32 by the length (NormL1(W)) of the 1D inverse transformation matrix 285 in the horizontal frequency
direction.
[0087] Specifically, the bit number (shift2) for de-scaling on the 1D inverse-transformed data in the horizontal frequency
direction may be determined according to the internal bit depth (B). Accordingly, since the maximum values (MaxShort
and Maxlnt) are all fixed constants, the second maximum value (Max2) of the second clipper 27 may be determined
based on the length (NormL1(W)) of the 1D inverse transformation matrix 285 in the horizontal frequency direction and
the internal bit depth (B).
[0088] Similarly, the size of the intermediate data (register1) stored in the first register 30 is limited by the maximum
value (Maxlnt) of the data storable in the first register 30. Also, the size of the clipped first intermediate data (temp)
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stored in the second buffer 275 is limited by the maximum value (MaxShort) of the data storable in the second buffer
275. The size of the first intermediate data (register1) stored in the first register 30 and the range of the clipped first
intermediate data (temp) stored in the second buffer 275 may be determined according to Formulas (xiii) and (xiv) below. 

[0089] Accordingly, when Formulas (xiii) and (xiv) and Formula (iii) and (v) are combined, the second maximum value
(Max2) may be determined according to Formula (xv) below. 

[0090] The first maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value (Min(γ,δ)) from among a value (γ) obtained
by dividing a de-scaled bitwise-shifted value of the maximum value (MaxShort) of the data storable in the second buffer
275 by the bit number (shift1) by the length (NormL1(H)) of the 1 D inverse transformation matrix in the vertical frequency
direction, and a value (δ) obtained by dividing the maximum value (Maxlnt) of the data storable in the first register 30 by
the length (NormL1(H)) of the 1 D inverse transformation matrix in the vertical frequency direction.
[0091] Accordingly, since MaxShort, shift1, and Maxlnt are all fixed constants, the first maximum value (Max1) of the
first clipper 25 may be determined based on the length (NormL1(H)) of the 1 D inverse transformation matrix in the
vertical frequency direction.
[0092] Accordingly, when a 32-bit register and a 16-bit buffer are used, and the first clipper 25 performs clipping on
the inverse-quantized transformation coefficients according to the first maximum value (Max1) determined according to
Formula (xv), and the second clipper 27 performs clipping on the first 1 D inverse-transformed data according to the
second maximum value (Max2) determined according to Formula (xii), data generated during first and second 1 D inverse
transformation processes may be within data ranges of the 32-bit register and the 16-bit buffer.
[0093] Accordingly, by performing clipping only after inverse quantization and 1 D inverse transformation without
having to clip temporary data whenever the temporary data is generated, overflows of registers where output data of
first and second inverse transformations are stored may be prevented with minimum clipping.
[0094] In order to inverse-transform blocks having sizes of 4x4, 8x8, 16x16, and 32x32, the inverse transformation
apparatus 10 may use inverse transformation matrixes having sizes of 4, 8, 16, and 32 corresponding to the sizes of
the blocks and use different inverse transformation matrixes according to sizes of blocks. Also, a uniform inverse trans-
formation matrix may be selected for blocks having the same size. Since the first maximum value (Max1) of the first
clipper 25 is determined based on the length (NormL1) of the 1 D inverse transformation matrix of the first 1 D inverse
transformer 26, it may be understood that the first maximum value (Max1) is determined according to the size of block
targeted by the inverse transformation matrix.
[0095] Similarly, since the second maximum value (Max2) of the second clipper 27 is determined based on the length
of the 1 D inverse transformation matrix of the second 1 D inverse transformer 28 and the internal bit depth (B), the
second maximum value (Max2) may be determined according to the size of block to be inverse-transformed and the
internal bit depth (B).
[0096] The inverse transformation apparatus 10 may use inverse transformation matrixes where lengths
(NormL1(Size)) of inverse transformation matrixes selected according to sizes of blocks differ according to Table 11 below.

[0097] invDST4, invDCT4, invDCT8, invDCT16, and invDCT32 respectively indicate an inverse discrete sine transform
(DST) matrix having a size of 4 for a 4x4 block, an inverse DCT matrix having a size of 4 for a 4x4 bock, an inverse DCT
matrix having a size of 8 for an 8x8 block, an inverse DCT matrix having a size of 16 for a 16x16 block, and an inverse
DCT matrix having a size of 32 for a 32x32 block. Accordingly, the length (NormL1(Size)) of the inverse transformation
matrix differs according to the size of the block to be inverse-transformed, i.e., according to the size of the inverse
transformation matrix.

[Table 11]

Transform invDST4 ibnvDCT4 invDCT8 invDCT16 invDCT32

NormL1(Size) 242 247 479 940 1862
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[0098] When the inverse transformation matrixes according to Table 11 are used, the inverse transformation apparatus
10 may determine the first maximum value (Max1) indicating a clipping range after inverse quantization according to
Table 12 below.

[0099] Also, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 according to Table 11 may determine the second maximum
value (Max2) indicating a clipping range after 1D inverse transformation in a horizontal frequency direction, according
to Table 13 below.

[0100] In other words, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 according to Table 11 may individually determine the
second maximum values (Max2) indicating the clipping ranges after the 1D inverse transformation in the horizontal
frequency direction based on the size of the inverse transformation matrix, i.e., the size of the current block and the
internal bit depth (B).
[0101] Alternatively, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 may use inverse transformation matrixes wherein lengths
(NormL1(Size)) of inverse transformation matrixes selected according to sizes of blocks differ according to Table 14 below.

[0102] According to Table 14, the lengths (NormL1(Size)) of the inverse transformation matrixes differ according to
the sizes of the inverse transformation matrixes.
[0103] When the inverse transformation matrixes according to Table 14 are used, the inverse transformation apparatus
10 may determine the first maximum value (Max1) indicating the clipping range after the inverse quantization according
to Table 15 below.

[0104] In other words, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 according to Table 14 may individually determine the
first maximum values (Max1) indicating the clipping ranges after the 1D inverse transformation in the vertical frequency
direction according to Table 15, based on the sizes of the inverse transformation matrixes, i.e., the sizes of the blocks.
[0105] Also, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 according to Table 14 may determine the second maximum
value (Max2) indicating the clipping range after the 1D inverse transformation in the horizontal frequency direction
according to Table 16 below.

[Table 12]

Size 4(DST) 4(DCT) 8 16 32

Max1 32767 32767 32767 32767 32767

[Table 13]

Internal bit depth B 4(DST) 4(DCT) 8 16 32

14 8665 8490 4378 2230 1126

13 17331 16980 8756 4461 2252

12 32767 32767 17512 8923 4505

11 32767 32767 32767 17847 9010

10 32767 32767 32767 32767 18020

9 32767 32767 32767 32767 32767

8 32767 32767 32767 32767 32767

[Table 14]

Transform invDST4 ibnvDCT4 invDCT8 invDCT16 invDCT32

NormL1(Size) 15488 15808 30622 30622 119262

[Table 15]

Size 4(DST) 4(DCT) 8 16 32

Max1 32767 32767 32767 32767 18006
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[0106] In other words, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 according to Table 14 may individually determine the
second maximum values (Max2) indicating the clipping ranges after the 1D inverse transformation in the horizontal
frequency direction according to Table 16, based on the sizes of the inverse transformation matrixes, i.e., the sizes of
the blocks, and the internal bit depth (B).
[0107] Also, as described above, the first minimum value from among the first maximum and minimum values of the
clipping range with respect to the inverse-quantized transformation coefficients may be a minimum negative value
corresponding to the first maximum value. Accordingly, when the first and second maximum values are 32767, the first
and second minimum values may be determined to be -32768. In this case, clipping functions of the first and second
clippers 25 and 27 of FIG. 3 may respectively be Clip3(OutPutofDeQunatizer, -32768, 32767) and
Clip3((register1+offset1)>>shift1, -32768, 32767).
[0108] Also, when a transformation coefficient (OutPutofDeQunatizer) of which a data range is extended by the internal
bit depth (B) is input to the first clipper 25, the first clipper 25 may de-scale the transformation coefficient considering
the internal bit depth and then clip the de-scaled transformation coefficient to the first and second minimum values of
-32768.
[0109] Also, when the bit number (shift1) of the first bitwise-shift for de-scaling the scaled transformation coefficients
after the first inverse transformation is 7 and the first offset (offset1) is 1<<(shift1-1), i.e., 2^6=64, the clipping function
of the second clipper 27 may be Clip3((register1+64)>>7, -32768, 32767). FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an inverse
transformation method according to an embodiment. In operation 41, quantized transformation coefficients of a current
block are received.
[0110] In operation 43, transformation coefficients are generated by inverse-quantizing the quantized transformation
coefficients, and are clipped to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value. The range of the first
maximum value and the first minimum value may be determined based on a size of a current block. For example, a
length of a first inverse transformation matrix may be determined to be an L1-norm value of an inverse transformation
matrix in a vertical frequency direction, and a length of a second inverse transformation matrix may be determined to
be an L1-norm value of an inverse transformation matrix in a horizontal frequency direction.
[0111] In operation 45, first inverse transformation is performed by using the transformation coefficients clipped in
operation 43 by using the first inverse transformation matrix, and intermediate data generated via the first inverse
transformation is clipped to a range of a second maximum value and a second minimum value. The range of the second
maximum value and the second minimum value may be determined based on the size of the current block and an internal
bit depth.
[0112] In operation 47, second inverse transformation may be performed on the intermediate data clipped in operation
45, by using a second inverse transformation matrix.
[0113] The first inverse transformation matrix may be a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a vertical frequency
direction, and the second inverse transformation matrix may be a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a horizontal
frequency direction. A length of the first inverse transformation matrix and a length of the second inverse transformation
matrix may be determined based on the size of the current block.
[0114] In operation 45, intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation may be stored in a first storage
unit and the clipped intermediate data may be stored in a second storage unit.
[0115] Here, the first maximum value of the clipping range in operation 43 may be determined by using a maximum
value (first storage maximum value) of data storable in the first storage unit, a maximum value (second storage maximum
value) of data storable in the second storage unit, and the length of the first inverse transformation matrix. A smaller
value from among a value obtained by dividing a de-scaling bitwise-shifted value of the second storage maximum value
by the length of the first inverse transformation matrix, and a value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum value

[Table 16]

Internal bit depth B 4(DST) 4(DCT) 8 16 32

14 8665 8490 4382 2224 1125

13 17331 16980 8765 4449 2250

12 32767 32767 17531 8899 4501

11 32767 32767 32767 17798 9002

10 32767 32767 32767 32767 18005

9 32767 32767 32767 32767 18006

8 8665 8490 4382 2224 1125
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by the length of the first inverse transformation matrix may be determined as the first maximum value.
[0116] Also, the second maximum value of the clipping range in operation 45 may be determined by using the first
storage maximum value, the second storage maximum value, the length of the second inverse transformation matrix,
and an internal matrix. A smaller value from among a value obtained by dividing a de-scaling bitwise-shifted value of
the second storage maximum value considering the internal bit depth by the length of the second inverse transformation
matrix, and a value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum value by the length second inverse transformation
matrix may be determined as the second maximum value.
[0117] Video encoding and decoding methods and video encoding and decoding apparatuses, which involve the
inverse transformation method, according to embodiments of the present invention, will now be described with reference
to FIGS. 5 through 8.
[0118] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a video decoding apparatus 50 including the inverse transformation apparatus 10,
according to an embodiment. FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a video decoding method performed by the video decoding
apparatus 50, according to an embodiment.
[0119] The video decoding apparatus 50 includes a receiver 52, the inverse transformation apparatus 10, and a
prediction decoder 54.
[0120] In operation 61, the receiver 52 receives a bitstream and extracts quantized transformation coefficients of a
current block by parsing the bitstream and performing entropy decoding.
[0121] In operation 62, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 may generate transformation coefficients by performing
inverse quantization on the quantized transformation coefficients of the current block extracted by the receiver 52, and
clip the transformation coefficients to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value.
[0122] The range of the first maximum value and the first minimum value may be determined based on a size of a first
inverse transformation matrix, i.e., a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a vertical frequency direction. Also, since the
size of the 1 D inverse transformation matrix corresponds to a size of the current block, the range of the first maximum
value and the first minimum value may be determined based on the size of the current block.
[0123] In operation 63, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 may generate intermediate data by performing first
inverse transformation on the clipped transformation coefficients. The first inverse transformation performed on the
transformation coefficients may be inverse transformation using a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a vertical frequency
direction. In operation 63, the intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation may be clipped to a range
of a second maximum value and a second minimum value.
[0124] The range of the second maximum value and the second minimum value may be determined based on a size
of a second inverse transformation matrix, i.e., a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a horizontal frequency direction,
and an internal bit depth. Also, since the size of the 1 D inverse transformation matrix corresponds to the size of the
current block, the range of the second maximum value and the second minimum value may be determined based on
the size of the current block and the internal bit depth.
[0125] In operation 64, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 may generate restored residual data of the current
block by performing second inverse transformation on the intermediate data clipped in operation 63. The second inverse
transformation performed on the intermediate data may be inverse transformation using the 1 D inverse transformation
matrix in the horizontal frequency direction.
[0126] In operation 65, the prediction decoder 54 may perform intra prediction decoding or motion compensation on
the restored residual data of the current block generated via the second inverse transformation in operation 64. Image
data of the current block may be restored via the intra prediction decoding or motion compensation.
[0127] The prediction decoder 54 may perform the intra prediction decoding or motion compensation by using residual
data of which a data range is extended by the internal bit depth. Accordingly, after the intra prediction decoding or motion
compensation is completed, the data range may be reduced by the internal bit depth to restore the image data of the
current block.
[0128] The receiver 52 may extract the quantized transformation coefficients according to blocks, the inverse trans-
formation apparatus 10 may decode residual data of a spatial domain by performing 2D inverse transformation according
to the blocks, and the prediction decoder 54 may restore image data of the blocks by performing intra prediction or
motion compensation using residual data according to the blocks. As such, an image including the blocks may be restored
as the video decoding apparatus 50 decodes the blocks, and a video including an image sequence may be restored as
the images are restored.
[0129] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a video encoding apparatus 70 including the inverse transformation apparatus 10,
according to an embodiment. FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a video encoding method performed by the video encoding
apparatus 70, according to an embodiment.
[0130] The video encoding apparatus 70 include an encoder 72, the inverse transformation apparatus 10, and a
prediction decoder 74.
[0131] The inverse transformation apparatus 10 may generate samples by performing intra prediction, inter prediction,
transformation, and quantization according to image blocks, and perform entropy encoding on the samples to output a
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bitstream.
[0132] In operation 81, the encoder 72 generates residual data of a current block via intra prediction encoding or
motion prediction, and performs transformation and quantization on the residual data. The encoder 72 may generate
transformation coefficients by performing transformation on the residual data. The inverse quantizer 12 may generate
quantized transformation coefficients, i.e., quantized coefficients, by performing quantization on the transformation co-
efficients.
[0133] In operation 82, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 receives the quantized transformation coefficients
generated by the encoder 72.
[0134] In operation 83, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 may perform inverse quantization on the quantized
transformation coefficients, and clip the transformation coefficients generated via the inverse quantization to a range of
a first maximum value and a first minimum value. The inverse transformation apparatus 10 may determine the range of
the first maximum value and the first minimum value based on a size of a 1D inverse transformation matrix in a vertical
frequency direction, i.e., a size of the current block.
[0135] In operation 84, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 may generate intermediate data by performing first
inverse transformation on the clipped transformation coefficients by using the 1D inverse transformation matrix in the
vertical frequency direction. In operation 84, intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation may be
clipped to a range of a second maximum value and a second minimum value.
[0136] The inverse transformation apparatus 10 may determine the range of the second maximum value and the
second minimum value based on a size of a 1D inverse transformation matrix in a horizontal frequency direction, i.e.,
the size of the current block, and an internal bit depth.
[0137] In operation 85, the inverse transformation apparatus 10 may generate restored residual data of the current
block by performing second inverse transformation on the intermediate data clipped in operation 84 by using the 1 D
inverse transformation matrix in the horizontal frequency direction.
[0138] In operation 86, the prediction decoder 74 may perform intra prediction decoding or motion compensation on
the restored residual data of the current block generated via the second inverse transformation in operation 85. Image
data of the current block may be restored via the intra prediction decoding or motion compensation.
[0139] Also, the prediction decoder 74 may perform intra prediction decoding or motion compensation by using residual
data of which a data range is extended by the internal bit depth. Accordingly, the image data of the current block may
be restored by reducing the data range by the internal bit depth after the intra prediction decoding and motion compen-
sation.
[0140] Also, when the encoder 72 performs the intra prediction or motion compensation in operation 81 on a following
block, the image data of the current block restored in operation 86 may be referred to. During intra prediction or motion
prediction, a reference image obtained by extending the restored image data by the internal bit depth may be used.
[0141] As such, overflows of registers where data generated after first and second inverse transformations is stored
may be prevented since the video decoding apparatus 50 and the video encoding apparatus 70, which include the
inverse transformation apparatus 10, respectively pre-clip input data of the first and second inverse transformations
during a video decoding process. Also, overflows of output data of the first and second inverse transformations may be
prevented with a minimum clipping by performing clipping only after inverse quantization and first inverse transformation
without having to progressively perform clipping.
[0142] As described above, in the inverse transformation apparatus 10, blocks into which video data is split may split
into coding units of a tree structure, and transformation units for transformation and inverse transformation with respect
to a coding unit may be used. Hereinafter, a video encoding method and a video encoding apparatus, and a video
decoding method and a video decoding apparatus based on a coding unit of a tree structure and a transformation unit,
according to embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to FIGS. 9 through 22.
[0143] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a video encoding apparatus 100 based on a coding unit according to a tree structure,
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0144] The video encoding apparatus 100 involving video prediction based on a coding unit according to a tree structure
includes a maximum coding unit splitter 110, a coding unit determiner 120, and an output unit 130. Hereinafter, for
convenience of description, the video encoding apparatus 100 involving video prediction based on a coding unit according
to a tree structure is referred to as ’the video encoding apparatus 100’.
[0145] The maximum coding unit splitter 110 may split a current picture based on a maximum coding unit for the
current picture of an image. If the current picture is larger than the maximum coding unit, image data of the current
picture may be split into the at least one maximum coding unit. The maximum coding unit according to an embodiment
of the present invention may be a data unit having a size of 32x32, 64x64, 128x128, 256x256, etc., wherein a shape of
the data unit is a square having a width and length in squares of 2. The image data may be output to the coding unit
determiner 120 according to the at least one maximum coding unit.
[0146] A coding unit according to an embodiment may be characterized by a maximum size and a depth. The depth
denotes a number of times the coding unit is spatially split from the maximum coding unit, and as the depth deepens,
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deeper encoding units according to depths may be split from the maximum coding unit to a minimum coding unit. A
depth of the maximum coding unit is an uppermost depth and a depth of the minimum coding unit is a lowermost depth.
Since a size of a coding unit corresponding to each depth decreases as the depth of the maximum coding unit deepens,
a coding unit corresponding to an upper depth may include a plurality of coding units corresponding to lower depths.
[0147] As described above, the image data of the current picture is split into the maximum coding units according to
a maximum size of the coding unit, and each of the maximum coding units may include deeper coding units that are
split according to depths. Since the maximum coding unit according to an embodiment is split according to depths, the
image data of a spatial domain included in the maximum coding unit may be hierarchically classified according to depths.
[0148] A maximum depth and a maximum size of a coding unit, which limit the total number of times a height and a
width of the maximum coding unit are hierarchically split may be predetermined.
[0149] The coding unit determiner 120 encodes at least one split region obtained by splitting a region of the maximum
coding unit according to depths, and determines a depth to output a finally encoded image data according to the at least
one split region. In other words, the coding unit determiner 120 determines a coded depth by encoding the image data
in the deeper coding units according to depths, according to the maximum coding unit of the current picture, and selecting
a depth having the least encoding error. Thus, the encoded image data of the coding unit corresponding to the determined
coded depth is finally output. Also, the coding units corresponding to the coded depth may be regarded as encoded
coding units. The determined coded depth and the encoded image data according to the determined coded depth are
output to the output unit 130.
[0150] The image data in the maximum coding unit is encoded based on the deeper coding units corresponding to at
least one depth equal to or below the maximum depth, and results of encoding the image data are compared based on
each of the deeper coding units. A depth having the least encoding error may be selected after comparing encoding
errors of the deeper coding units. At least one coded depth may be selected for each maximum coding unit.
[0151] The size of the maximum coding unit is split as a coding unit is hierarchically split according to depths, and as
the number of coding units increases. Also, even if coding units correspond to the same depth in one maximum coding
unit, it is determined whether to split each of the coding units corresponding to the same depth to a lower depth by
measuring an encoding error of the image data of the each coding unit, separately. Accordingly, even when image data
is included in one maximum coding unit, the image data is split into regions according to the depths and the encoding
errors may differ according to regions in the one maximum coding unit, and thus the coded depths may differ according
to regions in the image data. Thus, one or more coded depths may be determined in one maximum coding unit, and the
image data of the maximum coding unit may be divided according to coding units of at least one coded depth.
[0152] Accordingly, the coding unit determiner 120 may determine coding units having a tree structure included in the
maximum coding unit. The ’coding units having a tree structure’ according to an embodiment of the present invention
include coding units corresponding to a depth determined to be the coded depth, from among all deeper coding units
included in the maximum coding unit. A coding unit of a coded depth may be hierarchically determined according to
depths in the same region of the maximum coding unit, and may be independently determined in different regions.
Similarly, a coded depth in a current region may be independently determined from a coded depth in another region.
[0153] A maximum depth according to an embodiment of the present invention is an index related to the number of
times splitting is performed from a maximum coding unit to a minimum coding unit. A first maximum depth according to
an embodiment of the present invention may denote the total number of times splitting is performed from the maximum
coding unit to the minimum coding unit. A second maximum depth according to an embodiment of the present invention
may denote the total number of depth levels from the maximum coding unit to the minimum coding unit. For example,
when a depth of the maximum coding unit is 0, a depth of a coding unit, in which the maximum coding unit is split once,
may be set to 1, and a depth of a coding unit, in which the maximum coding unit is split twice, may be set to 2. Here, if
the minimum coding unit is a coding unit in which the maximum coding unit is split four times, 5 depth levels of depths
0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 exist, and thus the first maximum depth may be set to 4, and the second maximum depth may be set to 5.
[0154] Prediction encoding and transformation may be performed according to the maximum coding unit. The prediction
encoding and the transformation are also performed based on the deeper coding units according to a depth equal to or
depths less than the maximum depth, according to the maximum coding unit.
[0155] Since the number of deeper coding units increases whenever the maximum coding unit is split according to
depths, encoding including the prediction encoding and the transformation is performed on all of the deeper coding units
generated as the depth deepens. For convenience of description, the prediction encoding and the transformation will
now be described based on a coding unit of a current depth, in a maximum coding unit.
[0156] The video encoding apparatus 100 may variously select a size or shape of a data unit for encoding the image
data. In order to encode the image data, operations, such as prediction encoding, transformation, and entropy encoding,
are performed, and at this time, the same data unit may be used for all operations or different data units may be used
for each operation.
[0157] For example, the video encoding apparatus 100 may select not only a coding unit for encoding the image data,
but also a data unit different from the coding unit so as to perform the prediction encoding on the image data in the
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coding unit.
[0158] In order to perform prediction encoding on the maximum coding unit, the prediction encoding may be performed
based on a coding unit corresponding to a coded depth, i.e., based on a coding unit that is no longer split into coding
units corresponding to a lower depth. Hereinafter, the coding unit that is no longer split and becomes a basis unit for
prediction encoding will now be referred to as a ’prediction unit’. A partition obtained by splitting the prediction unit may
include a prediction unit or a data unit obtained by splitting at least one of a height and a width of the prediction unit.
The partition is a data unit obtained by dividing the prediction unit of the coding unit and the prediction unit may be a
partition having the same size as the coding unit.
[0159] For example, when a coding unit of 2Nx2N (where N is a positive integer) is no longer split and becomes a
prediction unit of 2Nx2N, a size of a partition may be 2Nx2N, 2NxN, Nx2N, or NxN. Examples of a partition type include
symmetrical partitions that are obtained by symmetrically splitting a height or width of the prediction unit, partitions
obtained by asymmetrically splitting the height or width of the prediction unit, such as 1:n or n:1, partitions that are
obtained by geometrically splitting the prediction unit, and partitions having arbitrary shapes.
[0160] A prediction mode of the prediction unit may be at least one of an intra mode, a inter mode, and a skip mode.
For example, the intra mode or the inter mode may be performed on the partition of 2Nx2N, 2NxN, Nx2N, or NxN. Also,
the skip mode may be performed only on the partition of 2Nx2N. The encoding is independently performed on one
prediction unit in a coding unit, thereby selecting a prediction mode having a least encoding error.
[0161] The video encoding apparatus 100 may also perform the transformation on the image data in a coding unit
based not only on the coding unit for encoding the image data, but also based on a transformation unit that is different
from the coding unit. In order to perform the transformation in the coding unit, the transformation may be performed
based on a data unit having a size smaller than or equal to the coding unit. For example, the transformation unit for the
transformation may include a transformation unit for an intra mode and a data unit for an inter mode.
[0162] Similarly to the coding unit according to the tree structure according to the present embodiment, the transfor-
mation unit in the coding unit may be recursively split into smaller sized regions and residual data in the coding unit may
be divided according to the transformation having the tree structure according to transformation depths.
[0163] According to an embodiment of the present invention, a transformation depth indicating the number of times
splitting is performed to reach the transformation unit by splitting the height and width of the coding unit may also be set
in the transformation unit. For example, when the size of a transformation unit of a current coding unit is 2Nx2N, a
transformation depth may be set to 0. When the size of a transformation unit is NxN, the transformation depth may be
set to 1. In addition, when the size of the transformation unit is N/2xN/2, the transformation depth may be set to 2. That
is, the transformation unit according to the tree structure may also be set according to the transformation depth.
[0164] Encoding information according to coding units corresponding to a coded depth requires not only information
about the coded depth, but also about information related to prediction encoding and transformation. Accordingly, the
coding unit determiner 120 not only determines a coded depth having a least encoding error, but also determines a
partition type in a prediction unit, a prediction mode according to prediction units, and a size of a transformation unit for
transformation.
[0165] Coding units and a prediction unit/partition according to a tree structure in a maximum coding unit, and a method
of determining a transformation unit, according to embodiments of the present invention, will be described in detail later
with reference to FIGS. 11 through 22.
[0166] The coding unit determiner 120 may measure an encoding error of deeper coding units according to depths
by using Rate-Distortion Optimization based on Lagrangian multipliers.
[0167] The output unit 130 outputs the image data of the maximum coding unit, which is encoded based on the at
least one coded depth determined by the coding unit determiner 120, and information about the encoding mode according
to the coded depth, in bitstreams.
[0168] The encoded image data may be obtained by encoding residual data of an image.
[0169] The information about the encoding mode according to the coded depth may include information about the
coded depth, the partition type in the prediction unit, the prediction mode, and the size of the transformation unit.
[0170] The information about the coded depth may be defined by using split information according to depths, which
indicates whether encoding is performed on coding units of a lower depth instead of a current depth. If the current depth
of the current coding unit is the coded depth, image data in the current coding unit is encoded and output, and thus the
split information may be defined not to split the current coding unit to a lower depth. Alternatively, if the current depth of
the current coding unit is not the coded depth, the encoding is performed on the coding unit of the lower depth, and thus
the split information may be defined to split the current coding unit to obtain the coding units of the lower depth.
[0171] If the current depth is not the coded depth, encoding is performed on the coding unit that is split into the coding
unit of the lower depth. Since at least one coding unit of the lower depth exists in one coding unit of the current depth,
the encoding is repeatedly performed on each coding unit of the lower depth, and thus the encoding may be recursively
performed for the coding units having the same depth.
[0172] Since the coding units having a tree structure are determined for one maximum coding unit, and information
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about at least one encoding mode is determined for a coding unit of a coded depth, information about at least one
encoding mode may be determined for one maximum coding unit. Also, a coded depth of the image data of the maximum
coding unit may be different according to locations since the image data is hierarchically split according to depths, and
thus information about the coded depth and the encoding mode may be set for the image data.
[0173] Accordingly, the output unit 130 may assign encoding information about a corresponding coded depth and an
encoding mode to at least one of the coding unit, the prediction unit, and a minimum unit included in the maximum coding
unit.
[0174] The minimum unit according to an embodiment of the present invention is a rectangular data unit obtained by
splitting the minimum coding unit constituting the lowermost depth by 4. Alternatively, the minimum unit may be a
maximum rectangular data unit having a maximum size, which is included in all of the coding units, prediction units,
partition units, and transformation units included in the maximum coding unit.
[0175] For example, the encoding information output through the output unit 130 may be classified into encoding
information according to coding units, and encoding information according to prediction units. The encoding information
according to the coding units may include the information about the prediction mode and about the size of the partitions.
The encoding information according to the prediction units may include information about an estimated direction of an
inter mode, about a reference image index of the inter mode, about a motion vector, about a chroma component of an
intra mode, and about an interpolation method of the intra mode.
[0176] Also, information about a maximum size of the coding unit defined according to pictures, slices, or GOPs, and
information about a maximum depth may be inserted into a header of a bitstream, a SPS (Sequence Parameter Set) or
a picture parameter set (PPS).
[0177] In addition, information about a maximum size of a transformation unit and information about a minimum size
of a transformation, which are acceptable for a current video may also be output via a header of a bitstream, a SPS or
a PPS. The output unit 130 may encode and output reference information, prediction information, single-direction pre-
diction information, and information about a slice type including a fourth slice type, which are related to prediction
described with reference to FIGS. 1 through 8.
[0178] In the video encoding apparatus 100, the deeper coding unit may be a coding unit obtained by dividing a height
or width of a coding unit of an upper depth, which is one layer above, by two. In other words, when the size of the coding
unit of the current depth is 2Nx2N, the size of the coding unit of the lower depth is NxN. Also, the coding unit of the
current depth having the size of 2Nx2N may include a maximum value 4 of the coding unit of the lower depth.
[0179] Accordingly, the video encoding apparatus 100 may form the coding units having the tree structure by deter-
mining coding units having an optimum shape and an optimum size for each maximum coding unit, based on the size
of the maximum coding unit and the maximum depth determined considering characteristics of the current picture. Also,
since encoding may be performed on each maximum coding unit by using any one of various prediction modes and
transformations, an optimum encoding mode may be determined considering characteristics of the coding unit of various
image sizes.
[0180] Thus, if an image having high resolution or large data amount is encoded in a conventional macroblock, a
number of macroblocks per picture excessively increases. Accordingly, a number of pieces of compressed information
generated for each macroblock increases, and thus it is difficult to transmit the compressed information and data com-
pression efficiency decreases. However, by using the video encoding apparatus 100, image compression efficiency may
be increased since a coding unit is adjusted while considering characteristics of an image while increasing a maximum
size of a coding unit while considering a size of the image.
[0181] The video encoding apparatus 100 of FIG. 9 may perform operations of the inverse transformation apparatus
10 and the video encoding apparatus 70 described above.
[0182] The coding unit determiner 120 may determine a prediction unit according to coding units according to a tree
structure, for each maximum coding unit, and may perform prediction encoding including intra prediction or inter prediction
according to prediction units, or prediction decoding including intra restoration or motion compensation.
[0183] A transformation unit may be determined according to coding units according to a tree structure, and transfor-
mation, inverse transformation, and quantization may be performed according to transformation units.
[0184] The coding unit determiner 120 may perform prediction encoding according to prediction units of a current
coding unit so as to generate residual data of a current prediction unit. Also, the coding unit determiner 120 may perform
transformation and quantization on the residual data of the current coding unit according to transformation units. The
coding unit determiner 120 may generate transformation coefficients by performing transformation on the residual data
of the current transformation unit. The coding unit determiner 120 may generate quantized transformation coefficients,
i.e., quantized coefficients, by performing quantization on transformation coefficients.
[0185] The coding unit determiner 120 may perform an image decoding process to restore a reference image for
prediction encoding of inter prediction or intra prediction. The image decoding process may be performed to restore the
reference image for prediction encoding. Accordingly, the coding unit determiner 120 may perform inverse quantization
on the quantized transformation coefficients according to transformation units, and clip the generated transformation
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coefficients generated via the inverse quantization to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value. The
coding unit determiner 120 may determine the range of the first maximum value and the first minimum value based on
a size of a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a vertical frequency direction, i.e., a size of the current transformation unit.
[0186] The coding unit determiner 120 may generate intermediate data by performing first inverse transformation using
the 1 D inverse transformation matrix in the vertical frequency direction, on the transformation coefficients clipped after
the inverse quantization. The coding unit determiner 120 may clip the intermediate data generated via the first inverse
transformation to a range of a second maximum value and a second minimum value. The coding unit determiner 120
may determine the range of the second maximum value and the second minimum value based on a size of a 1 D inverse
transformation matrix in a horizontal frequency direction, i.e., the size of the current transformation unit, and an internal
bit depth.
[0187] In detail, the first maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among i) a value obtained by
dividing a de-scaling bitwise-shifted value of a second storage maximum value for storing the clipped intermediate data
by a length of a first inverse transformation matrix, and ii) a value obtained by dividing a first storage maximum value
for storing the intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation by the length of the first inverse transfor-
mation matrix. The second maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among iii) a value obtained
by dividing a de-scaled bitwise-shifted value of the second storage maximum value considering the internal bit depth by
a length of a second inverse transformation matrix, and iv) a value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum value
by the length of the second inverse transformation matrix.
[0188] The coding unit determiner 120 may generate restored residual data of the current transformation unit by
performing second inverse transformation using the 1D inverse transformation matrix in the horizontal frequency direction,
on the intermediate data clipped after the first inverse transformation.
[0189] The coding unit determiner 120 may perform intra prediction decoding or motion compensation on prediction
units of the current coding unit, based on the restored residual data generated via the second inverse transformation.
By performing the intra prediction decoding or the motion compensation on the prediction units, image data of the current
coding unit may be restored.
[0190] A current prediction unit may be restored by determining a reference prediction unit to be referred to by a current
prediction unit in a reference image, and composing the reference prediction unit and residual data of the current
prediction unit. Accordingly, the coding unit determiner 120 may restore prediction units based on results of performing
intra restoration or motion compensation according to prediction units, and restore a current image including the restored
prediction units. The restored prediction units and the restored current image may be referred to by another prediction
unit and another image.
[0191] Also, the coding unit determiner 120 may perform intra prediction decoding or motion compensation by using
residual data of which a data range is extended by the internal bit depth. Accordingly, image data of the current coding
unit may be restored by reducing the data range by the internal bit depth after the intra prediction decoding or the motion
compensation according to the prediction units.
[0192] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a video decoding apparatus 200 based on a coding unit according to a tree
structure, according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0193] The video decoding apparatus 200 based on the coding unit according to the tree structure includes a receiver
210, an image data and encoding information extractor 220, and an image data decoder 230. Hereinafter, for convenience
of description, the video decoding apparatus 200 using video prediction based on a coding unit according to a tree
structure will be referred to as the ’video decoding apparatus 200’.
[0194] Definitions of various terms, such as a coding unit, a depth, a prediction unit, a transformation unit, and infor-
mation about various encoding modes, for decoding operations of the video decoding apparatus 200 are identical to
those described with reference to FIG. 9 and the video encoding apparatus 100.
[0195] The receiver 210 receives and parses a bitstream of an encoded video. The image data and encoding information
extractor 220 extracts encoded image data for each coding unit from the parsed bitstream, wherein the coding units
have a tree structure according to each maximum coding unit, and outputs the extracted image data to the image data
decoder 230. The image data and encoding information extractor 220 may extract information about a maximum size
of a coding unit of a current picture, from a header about the current picture, a SPS, or a PPS.
[0196] Also, the image data and encoding information extractor 220 extracts information about a coded depth and an
encoding mode for the coding units having a tree structure according to each maximum coding unit, from the parsed
bitstream. The extracted information about the coded depth and the encoding mode is output to the image data decoder
230. In other words, the image data in a bit stream is split into the maximum coding unit so that the image data decoder
230 decodes the image data for each maximum coding unit.
[0197] The information about the coded depth and the encoding mode according to the maximum coding unit may be
set for information about at least one coding unit corresponding to the coded depth, and information about an encoding
mode may include information about a partition type of a corresponding coding unit corresponding to the coded depth,
about a prediction mode, and a size of a transformation unit. Also, splitting information according to depths may be
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extracted as the information about the coded depth.
[0198] The information about the coded depth and the encoding mode according to each maximum coding unit extracted
by the image data and encoding information extractor 220 is information about a coded depth and an encoding mode
determined to generate a minimum encoding error when an encoder, such as the video encoding apparatus 100, re-
peatedly performs encoding for each deeper coding unit according to depths according to each maximum coding unit.
Accordingly, the video decoding apparatus 200 may restore an image by decoding the image data according to a coded
depth and an encoding mode that generates the minimum encoding error.
[0199] Since encoding information about the coded depth and the encoding mode may be assigned to a predetermined
data unit from among a corresponding coding unit, a prediction unit, and a minimum unit, the image data and encoding
information extractor 220 may extract the information about the coded depth and the encoding mode according to the
predetermined data units. The predetermined data units to which the same information about the coded depth and the
encoding mode is assigned may be inferred to be the data units included in the same maximum coding unit.
[0200] The image data decoder 230 restores the current picture by decoding the image data in each maximum coding
unit based on the information about the coded depth and the encoding mode according to the maximum coding units.
In other words, the image data decoder 230 may decode the encoded image data based on the extracted information
about the partition type, the prediction mode, and the transformation unit for each coding unit from among the coding
units having the tree structure included in each maximum coding unit. A decoding process may include prediction
including intra prediction and motion compensation, and inverse transformation. Inverse transformation may be performed
according to a method of inverse orthogonal transformation or inverse integer transformation.
[0201] The image data decoder 230 may perform intra prediction or motion compensation according to a partition and
a prediction mode of each coding unit, based on the information about the partition type and the prediction mode of the
prediction unit of the coding unit according to coded depths.
[0202] In addition, the image data decoder 230 may read transformation unit information according to a tree structure
for each coding unit so as to determine transform units for each coding unit and perform inverse transformation based
on a transformation units for each coding unit, for inverse transformation for each maximum coding unit. Via the inverse
transformation, a pixel value of a spatial region of the coding unit may be restored.
[0203] The image data decoder 230 may determine at least one coded depth of a current maximum coding unit by
using split information according to depths. If the split information indicates that image data is no longer split in the
current depth, the current depth is a coded depth. Accordingly, the image data decoder 230 may decode encoded data
of at least one coding unit corresponding to each coded depth in the current maximum coding unit by using the information
about the partition type of the prediction unit, the prediction mode, and the size of the transformation unit for each coding
unit corresponding to the coded depth, and output the image data of the current maximum coding unit.
[0204] In other words, data units containing the encoding information including the same split information may be
gathered by observing the encoding information set assigned for the predetermined data unit from among the coding
unit, the prediction unit, and the minimum unit, and the gathered data units may be considered to be one data unit to be
decoded by the image data decoder 230 in the same encoding mode. For each coding unit determined as described
above, information about an encoding mode may be obtained so as to decode the current coding unit.
[0205] Also, the image data decoder 230 of the video decoding apparatus 200 of FIG. 10 may perform operations of
the inverse transformation apparatus 10 and the video decoding apparatus 50 described above.
[0206] The image data decoder 230 may determine transformation units for inverse quantization and inverse trans-
formation according to coding units according to a tree structure, for each maximum coding unit, and may perform inverse
quantization and inverse transformation according to the transformation units. Also, the image data decoder 230 may
determine prediction units for intra restoration or motion compensation according to coding units, and perform intra
restoration or motion compensation according to the prediction units.
[0207] The image data decoder 230 receives quantized transformation coefficients extracted by the receiver 210. The
image data decoder 230 may perform inverse quantization on the quantized transformation coefficients according to
transformation units, and clip the transformation coefficients generated via the inverse quantization to a range of a first
maximum value and a first minimum value. The image data decoder 230 may determine the range of the first maximum
value and the first minimum value based on a size of a 1D inverse transformation matrix in a vertical frequency direction,
i.e., a size of the current transformation unit.
[0208] The image data decoder 230 may generate intermediate data by performing first inverse transformation using
the 1 D inverse transformation matrix in the vertical frequency direction, on the transformation coefficients clipped after
the inverse quantization. The image data decoder 230 may clip the intermediate data generated via the first inverse
transformation to a range of a second maximum value and a second minimum value. The image data decoder 230 may
determine the range of the second maximum value and the second minimum value based on a size of a 1 D inverse
transformation matrix in a horizontal frequency direction, i.e., the size of the current transformation unit, and an internal
bit depth.
[0209] In detail, the first maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among i) a value obtained by
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dividing a de-scaling bitwise-shifted value of a second storage maximum value for storing the clipped intermediate data
by a length of a first inverse transformation matrix, and ii) a value obtained by dividing a first storage maximum value
for storing the intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation by the length of the first inverse transfor-
mation matrix. The second maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among iii) a value obtained
by dividing a de-scaled bitwise-shifted value of the second storage maximum value considering the internal bit depth by
a length of a second inverse transformation matrix, and iv) a value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum value
by the length of the second inverse transformation matrix.
[0210] The image data decoder 230 may generate restored residual data of the current transformation unit by performing
second inverse transformation using the 1D inverse transformation matrix in the horizontal frequency direction, on the
intermediate data clipped after the first inverse transformation.
[0211] The image data decoder 230 may perform intra prediction decoding or motion compensation on prediction units
of the current coding unit, based on the restored residual data generated via the second inverse transformation. A current
prediction unit may be restored by determining a reference prediction unit to be referred to by a current prediction unit
in a reference image, and composing the reference prediction unit and residual data of the current prediction unit.
Accordingly, the image data decoder 230 may restore prediction units based on results of performing intra restoration
or motion compensation according to prediction units, and restore a current image including the restored prediction units.
[0212] Also, the image data decoder 230 may perform intra prediction decoding or motion compensation by using
residual data of which a data range is extended by the internal bit depth. Accordingly, image data of the current coding
unit may be restored by reducing the data range by the internal bit depth after the intra prediction decoding or the motion
compensation according to the prediction units.
[0213] The video decoding apparatus 200 may obtain information about at least one coding unit that generates the
minimum encoding error when encoding is recursively performed for each maximum coding unit, and may use the
information to decode the current picture. In other words, the coding units having the tree structure determined to be
the optimum coding units in each maximum coding unit may be decoded.
[0214] Accordingly, even if image data has high resolution and a large amount of data, the image data may be efficiently
decoded and restored by using a size of a coding unit and an encoding mode, which are adaptively determined according
to characteristics of the image data, by using information about an optimum encoding mode received from an encoder.
[0215] FIG. 11 is a diagram for describing a concept of coding units according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0216] A size of a coding unit may be expressed in width x height, and may be 64x64, 32x32, 16x16, and 8x8. A coding
unit of 64x64 may be split into partitions of 64x64, 64x32, 32x64, or 32x32, and a coding unit of 32x32 may be split into
partitions of 32x32, 32x16, 16x32, or 16x16, a coding unit of 16x16 may be split into partitions of 16x16, 16x8, 8x16, or
8x8, and a coding unit of 8x8 may be split into partitions of 8x8, 8x4, 4x8, or 4x4.
[0217] In video data 310, a resolution is 1920x1080, a maximum size of a coding unit is 64, and a maximum depth is
2. In video data 320, a resolution is 1920x1080, a maximum size of a coding unit is 64, and a maximum depth is 3. In
video data 330, a resolution is 352x288, a maximum size of a coding unit is 16, and a maximum depth is 1. The maximum
depth shown in FIG. 11 denotes a total number of splits from a maximum coding unit to a minimum decoding unit.
[0218] If a resolution is high or a data amount is large, a maximum size of a coding unit may be large so as to not only
increase encoding efficiency but also to accurately reflect characteristics of an image. Accordingly, the maximum size
of the coding unit of the video data 310 and 320 having the higher resolution than the video data 330 may be 64.
[0219] Since the maximum depth of the video data 310 is 2, coding units 315 of the video data 310 may include a
maximum coding unit having a long axis size of 64, and coding units having long axis sizes of 32 and 16 since depths
are deepened to two layers by splitting the maximum coding unit twice. Meanwhile, since the maximum depth of the
video data 330 is 1, coding units 335 of the video data 330 may include a maximum coding unit having a long axis size
of 16, and coding units having a long axis size of 8 since depths are deepened to one layer by splitting the maximum
coding unit once.
[0220] Since the maximum depth of the video data 320 is 3, coding units 325 of the video data 320 may include a
maximum coding unit having a long axis size of 64, and coding units having long axis sizes of 32, 16, and 8 since the
depths are deepened to 3 layers by splitting the maximum coding unit three times. As a depth deepens, detailed infor-
mation may be precisely expressed.
[0221] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of an image encoder 400 based on coding units, according to an embodiment of
the present invention.
[0222] The image encoder 400 performs operations of the coding unit determiner 120 of the video encoding apparatus
100 to encode image data. In other words, an intra predictor 410 performs intra prediction on coding units in an intra
mode, from among a current frame 405, and a motion estimator 420 and a motion compensator 425 performs inter
estimation and motion compensation on coding units in an inter mode from among the current frame 405 by using the
current frame 405, and a reference frame 495.
[0223] Data output from the intra predictor 410, the motion estimator 420, and the motion compensator 425 is output
as a quantized transformation coefficient through a transformer 430 and a quantizer 440. The quantized transformation
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coefficient is restored as data in a spatial domain through an inverse quantizer 460 and an inverse transformer 470, and
the restored data in the spatial domain is output as the reference frame 495 after being post-processed through a
deblocking unit 480 and a loop filtering unit 490. The quantized transformation coefficient may be output as a bitstream
455 through an entropy encoder 450.
[0224] In order for the image encoder 400 to be applied in the video encoding apparatus 100, all elements of the image
encoder 400, i.e., the intra predictor 410, the motion estimator 420, the motion compensator 425, the transformer 430,
the quantizer 440, the entropy encoder 450, the inverse quantizer 460, the inverse transformer 470, the deblocking unit
480, and the loop filtering unit 490 perform operations based on each coding unit from among coding units having a tree
structure while considering the maximum depth of each maximum coding unit.
[0225] Specifically, the intra predictor 410, the motion estimator 420, and the motion compensator 425 determines
partitions and a prediction mode of each coding unit from among the coding units having a tree structure while considering
the maximum size and the maximum depth of a current maximum coding unit, and the transformer 430 determines the
size of the transformation unit in each coding unit from among the coding units having a tree structure.
[0226] In particular, the inverse quantizer 460 may perform inverse quantization on the quantized transformation
coefficients according to transformation units, and clip the transformation coefficients generated via the inverse quanti-
zation to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value. The range of the first maximum value and the first
minimum value may be determined based on a size of a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a vertical frequency direction,
i.e., a size of the current transformation unit.
[0227] The inverse transformer 470 may generate intermediate data by performing first inverse transformation using
the 1 D inverse transformation matrix in the vertical frequency direction, on the transformation coefficients clipped after
the inverse quantization. The inverse transformer 470 may clip the intermediate data generated via the first inverse
transformation to a range of a second maximum value and a second minimum value. The range of the second maximum
value and the second minimum value may be determined based on a size of a 1D inverse transformation matrix in a
horizontal frequency direction, i.e., the size of the current transformation unit, and an internal bit depth.
[0228] In detail, the first maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among i) a value obtained by
dividing a de-scaling bitwise-shifted value of a second storage maximum value for storing the clipped intermediate data
by a length of a first inverse transformation matrix, and ii) a value obtained by dividing a first storage maximum value
for storing the intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation by the length of the first inverse transfor-
mation matrix. The second maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among iii) a value obtained
by dividing a de-scaled bitwise-shifted value of the second storage maximum value considering the internal bit depth by
a length of a second inverse transformation matrix, and iv) a value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum value
by the length of the second inverse transformation matrix.
[0229] The inverse transformer 470 may generate restored residual data of the current transformation unit by performing
second inverse transformation using the 1D inverse transformation matrix in the horizontal frequency direction, on the
intermediate data clipped after the first inverse transformation.
[0230] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an image decoder 500 based on coding units, according to an embodiment of
the present invention.
[0231] A parser 510 parses encoded image data to be decoded and information about encoding required for decoding
from a bitstream 505. The encoded image data is output as inverse quantized data through an entropy decoder 520 and
an inverse quantizer 530, and the inverse quantized data is restored to image data in a spatial domain through an inverse
transformer 540.
[0232] An intra predictor 550 performs intra prediction on coding units in an intra mode with respect to the image data
in the spatial domain, and a motion compensator 560 performs motion compensation on coding units in an inter mode
by using a reference frame 585.
[0233] The image data in the spatial domain, which passed through the intra predictor 550 and the motion compensator
560, may be output as a restored frame 595 after being post-processed through a deblocking unit 570 and a loop filtering
unit 580. Also, the image data that is post-processed through the deblocking unit 570 and the loop filtering unit 580 may
be output as the reference frame 585.
[0234] In order to decode the image data in the image data decoder 230 of the video decoding apparatus 200, the
image decoder 500 may perform operations that are performed after the parser 510 performs an operation.
[0235] In order for the image decoder 500 to be applied in the video decoding apparatus 200, all elements of the image
decoder 500, i.e., the parser 510, the entropy decoder 520, the inverse quantizer 530, the inverse transformer 540, the
intra predictor 550, the motion compensator 560, the deblocking unit 570, and the loop filtering unit 580 perform operations
based on coding units having a tree structure for each maximum coding unit.
[0236] Specifically, the intra predictor 550 and the motion compensator 560 perform operations based on partitions
and a prediction mode for each of the coding units having a tree structure, and the inverse transformer 540 perform
operations based on a size of a transformation unit for each coding unit.
[0237] In particular, the inverse quantizer 530 may perform inverse quantization on the quantized transformation
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coefficients according to transformation units, and clip the transformation coefficients generated via the inverse quanti-
zation to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value. The range of the first maximum value and the first
minimum value may be determined based on a size of a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a vertical frequency direction,
i.e., a size of the current transformation unit.
[0238] The inverse transformer 540 may generate intermediate data by performing first inverse transformation using
the 1 D inverse transformation matrix in the vertical frequency direction, on the transformation coefficients clipped after
the inverse quantization. The inverse transformer 540 may clip the intermediate data generated via the first inverse
transformation to a range of a second maximum value and a second minimum value. The range of the second maximum
value and the second minimum value may be determined based on a size of a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a
horizontal frequency direction, i.e., the size of the current transformation unit, and an internal bit depth.
[0239] In detail, the first maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among i) a value obtained by
dividing a de-scaling bitwise-shifted value of a second storage maximum value for storing the clipped intermediate data
by a length of a first inverse transformation matrix, and ii) a value obtained by dividing a first storage maximum value
for storing the intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation by the length of the first inverse transfor-
mation matrix. The second maximum value may be determined to be a smaller value from among iii) a value obtained
by dividing a de-scaled bitwise-shifted value of the second storage maximum value considering the internal bit depth by
a length of a second inverse transformation matrix, and iv) a value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum value
by the length of the second inverse transformation matrix.
[0240] The inverse transformer 540 may generate restored residual data of the current transformation unit by performing
second inverse transformation using the 1D inverse transformation matrix in the horizontal frequency direction, on the
intermediate data clipped after the first inverse transformation.
[0241] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating deeper coding units according to depths, and partitions, according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0242] The video encoding apparatus 100 and the video decoding apparatus 200 use hierarchical coding units so as
to consider characteristics of an image. A maximum height, a maximum width, and a maximum depth of coding units
may be adaptively determined according to the characteristics of the image, or may be differently set by a user. Sizes
of deeper coding units according to depths may be determined according to the predetermined maximum size of the
coding unit.
[0243] In a hierarchical structure 600 of coding units, according to an embodiment of the present invention, the maximum
height and the maximum width of the coding units are each 64, and the maximum depth is 3. In this case, the maximum
depth refers to a total number of times the coding unit is split from the maximum coding unit to the minimum coding unit.
Since a depth deepens along a vertical axis of the hierarchical structure 600, a height and a width of the deeper coding
unit are each split. Also, a prediction unit and partitions, which are bases for prediction encoding of each deeper coding
unit, are shown along a horizontal axis of the hierarchical structure 600.
[0244] In other words, a coding unit 610 is a maximum coding unit in the hierarchical structure 600, wherein a depth
is 0 and a size, i.e., a height by width, is 64x64. The depth deepens along the vertical axis, and a coding unit 620 having
a size of 32x32 and a depth of 1, a coding unit 630 having a size of 16x16 and a depth of 2, and a coding unit 640 having
a size of 8x8 and a depth of 3 exist. The coding unit 640 having the size of 8x8 and the depth of 3 is a minimum coding unit.
[0245] The prediction unit and the partitions of a coding unit are arranged along the horizontal axis according to each
depth. In other words, if the coding unit 610 having the size of 64x64 and the depth of 0 is a prediction unit, the prediction
unit may be split into partitions included in the encoding unit 610, i.e. a partition 610 having a size of 64x64, partitions
612 having the size of 64x32, partitions 614 having the size of 32x64, or partitions 616 having the size of 32x32.
[0246] Similarly, a prediction unit of the coding unit 620 having the size of 32x32 and the depth of 1 may be split into
partitions included in the coding unit 620, i.e. a partition 620 having a size of 32x32, partitions 622 having a size of 32x16,
partitions 624 having a size of 16x32, and partitions 626 having a size of 16x16.
[0247] Similarly, a prediction unit of the coding unit 630 having the size of 16x16 and the depth of 2 may be split into
partitions included in the coding unit 630, i.e. a partition having a size of 16x16 included in the coding unit 630, partitions
632 having a size of 16x8, partitions 634 having a size of 8x16, and partitions 636 having a size of 8x8.
[0248] Similarly, a prediction unit of the coding unit 640 having the size of 8x8 and the depth of 3 may be split into
partitions included in the coding unit 640, i.e. a partition having a size of 8x8 included in the coding unit 640, partitions
642 having a size of 8x4, partitions 644 having a size of 4x8, and partitions 646 having a size of 4x4.
[0249] In order to determine the at least one coded depth of the coding units constituting the maximum coding unit
610, the coding unit determiner 120 of the video encoding apparatus 100 performs encoding for coding units corre-
sponding to each depth included in the maximum coding unit 610.
[0250] A number of deeper coding units according to depths including data in the same range and the same size
increases as the depth deepens. For example, four coding units corresponding to a depth of 2 are required to cover
data that is included in one coding unit corresponding to a depth of 1. Accordingly, in order to compare encoding results
of the same data according to depths, the coding unit corresponding to the depth of 1 and four coding units corresponding
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to the depth of 2 are each encoded.
[0251] In order to perform encoding for a current depth from among the depths, a least encoding error may be selected
for the current depth by performing encoding for each prediction unit in the coding units corresponding to the current
depth, along the horizontal axis of the hierarchical structure 600. Alternatively, the minimum encoding error may be
searched for by comparing the least encoding errors according to depths, by performing encoding for each depth as the
depth deepens along the vertical axis of the hierarchical structure 600. A depth and a partition having the minimum
encoding error in the coding unit 610 may be selected as the coded depth and a partition type of the coding unit 610.
[0252] FIG. 15 is a diagram for describing a relationship between a coding unit 710 and transformation units 720,
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0253] The video encoding or decoding apparatus 100 or 200 encodes or decodes an image according to coding units
having sizes smaller than or equal to a maximum coding unit for each maximum coding unit. Sizes of transformation
units for transformation during encoding may be selected based on data units that are not larger than a corresponding
coding unit.
[0254] For example, in the video encoding or decoding apparatus 100 or 200, if a size of the coding unit 710 is 64x64,
transformation may be performed by using the transformation units 720 having a size of 32x32.
[0255] Also, data of the coding unit 710 having the size of 64x64 may be encoded by performing the transformation
on each of the transformation units having the size of 32x32, 16x16, 8x8, and 4x4, which are smaller than 64x64, and
then a transformation unit having the least coding error may be selected.
[0256] FIG. 16 is a diagram for describing encoding information of coding units corresponding to a coded depth,
according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0257] The output unit 130 of the video encoding apparatus 100 may encode and transmit information 800 about a
partition type, information 810 about a prediction mode, and information 820 about a size of a transformation unit for
each coding unit corresponding to a coded depth, as information about an encoding mode.
[0258] The information 800 indicates information about a shape of a partition obtained by splitting a prediction unit of
a current coding unit, wherein the partition is a data unit for prediction encoding the current coding unit. For example, a
current coding unit CU_0 having a size of 2Nx2N may be split into any one of a partition 802 having a size of 2Nx2N, a
partition 804 having a size of 2NxN, a partition 806 having a size of Nx2N, and a partition 808 having a size of NxN.
Here, the information 800 about a partition type is set to indicate one of the partition 804 having a size of 2NxN, the
partition 806 having a size of Nx2N, and the partition 808 having a size of NxN
[0259] The information 810 indicates a prediction mode of each partition. For example, the information 810 may indicate
a mode of prediction encoding performed on a partition indicated by the information 800, i.e., an intra mode 812, an inter
mode 814, or a skip mode 816.
[0260] The information 820 indicates a transformation unit to be based on when transformation is performed on a
current coding unit. For example, the transformation unit may be a first intra transformation unit 822, a second intra
transformation unit 824, a first inter transformation unit 826, or a second inter transformation unit 828.
[0261] The image data and encoding information extractor 220 of the video decoding apparatus 200 may extract and
use the information 800, 810, and 820 for decoding, according to each deeper coding unit.
[0262] FIG. 17 is a diagram of deeper coding units according to depths, according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
[0263] Split information may be used to indicate a change of a depth. The spilt information indicates whether a coding
unit of a current depth is split into coding units of a lower depth.
[0264] A prediction unit 910 for prediction encoding a coding unit 900 having a depth of 0 and a size of 2N_0x2N_0
may include partitions of a partition type 912 having a size of 2N_0x2N_0, a partition type 914 having a size of 2N_0xN_0,
a partition type 916 having a size of N_0x2N_0, and a partition type 918 having a size of N_0xN_0. FIG. 17 only illustrates
the partition types 912 through 918 which are obtained by symmetrically splitting the prediction unit 910, but a partition
type is not limited thereto, and the partitions of the prediction unit 910 may include asymmetrical partitions, partitions
having a predetermined shape, and partitions having a geometrical shape.
[0265] Prediction encoding is repeatedly performed on one partition having a size of 2N_0x2N_0, two partitions having
a size of 2N_0xN_0, two partitions having a size of N_0x2N_0, and four partitions having a size of N_0xN_0, according
to each partition type. The prediction encoding in an intra mode and an inter mode may be performed on the partitions
having the sizes of 2N_0x2N_0, N_0x2N_0, 2N_0xN_0, and N_0xN_0. The prediction encoding in a skip mode is
performed only on the partition having the size of 2N_0x2N_0.
[0266] Errors of encoding including the prediction encoding in the partition types 912 through 918 are compared, and
the least encoding error is determined among the partition types. If an encoding error is smallest in one of the partition
types 912 through 916, the prediction unit 910 may not be split into a lower depth.
[0267] If the encoding error is the smallest in the partition type 918, a depth is changed from 0 to 1 to split the partition
type 918 in operation 920, and encoding is repeatedly performed on coding units 930 having a depth of 2 and a size of
N_0xN_0 to search for a minimum encoding error.
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[0268] A prediction unit 940 for prediction encoding the coding unit 930 having a depth of 1 and a size of 2N_1 x2N_1
(=N_0xN_0) may include partitions of a partition type 942 having a size of 2N_1x2N_1, a partition type 944 having a
size of 2N_1 xN_1, a partition type 946 having a size of N_1x2N_1, and a partition type 948 having a size of N_1xN_1.
[0269] If an encoding error is the smallest in the partition type 948, a depth is changed from 1 to 2 to split the partition
type 948 in operation 950, and encoding is repeatedly performed on coding units 960, which have a depth of 2 and a
size of N_2xN_2 to search for a minimum encoding error.
[0270] When a maximum depth is d, split operation according to each depth may be performed up to when a depth
becomes d-1, and split information may be encoded as up to when a depth is one of 0 to d-2. In other words, when
encoding is performed up to when the depth is d-1 after a coding unit corresponding to a depth of d-2 is split in operation
970, a prediction unit 990 for prediction encoding a coding unit 980 having a depth of d-1 and a size of 2N_(d-1)x2N_(d-
1) may include partitions of a partition type 992 having a size of 2N_(d-1)x2N_(d-1), a partition type 994 having a size
of 2N_(d-1)xN_(d-1), a partition type 996 having a size of N_(d-1)x2N_(d-1), and a partition type 998 having a size of
N_(d-1)xN_(d-1).
[0271] Prediction encoding may be repeatedly performed on one partition having a size of 2N_(d-1)x2N_(d-1), two
partitions having a size of 2N_(d-1)xN_(d-1), two partitions having a size of N_(d-1)x2N_(d-1), four partitions having a
size of N_(d-1)xN_(d-1) from among the partition types 992 through 998 to search for a partition type having a minimum
encoding error.
[0272] Even when the partition type 998 has the minimum encoding error, since a maximum depth is d, a coding unit
CU_(d-1) having a depth of d-1 is no longer split to a lower depth, and a coded depth for the coding units constituting a
current maximum coding unit 900 is determined to be d-1 and a partition type of the current maximum coding unit 900
may be determined to be N_(d-1)xN_(d-1). Also, since the maximum depth is d and a minimum coding unit 980 having
a lowermost depth of d-1 is no longer split to a lower depth, split information for the minimum coding unit 980 is not set.
[0273] A data unit 999 may be a ’minimum unit’ for the current maximum coding unit. A minimum unit according to an
embodiment of the present invention may be a rectangular data unit obtained by splitting a minimum coding unit 980 by
4. By performing the encoding repeatedly, the video encoding apparatus 100 may select a depth having the least encoding
error by comparing encoding errors according to depths of the coding unit 900 to determine a coded depth, and set a
corresponding partition type and a prediction mode as an encoding mode of the coded depth.
[0274] As such, the minimum encoding errors according to depths are compared in all of the depths of 1 through d,
and a depth having the least encoding error may be determined as a coded depth. The coded depth, the partition type
of the prediction unit, and the prediction mode may be encoded and transmitted as information about an encoding mode.
Also, since a coding unit is split from a depth of 0 to a coded depth, only split information of the coded depth is set to 0,
and split information of depths excluding the coded depth is set to 1.
[0275] The image data and encoding information extractor 220 of the video decoding apparatus 200 may extract and
use the information about the coded depth and the prediction unit of the coding unit 900 to decode the partition 912.
The video decoding apparatus 200 may determine a depth, in which split information is 0, as a coded depth by using
split information according to depths, and use information about an encoding mode of the corresponding depth for
decoding.
[0276] FIGS. 18 through 20 are diagrams for describing a relationship between coding units 1010, prediction units
1060, and transformation units 1070, according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0277] The coding units 1010 are coding units having a tree structure, corresponding to coded depths determined by
the video encoding apparatus 100, in a maximum coding unit. The prediction units 1060 are partitions of prediction units
of each of the coding units 1010, and the transformation units 1070 are transformation units of each of the coding units
1010.
[0278] When a depth of a maximum coding unit is 0 in the coding units 1010, depths of coding units 1012 and 1054
are 1, depths of coding units 1014, 1016, 1018, 1028, 1050, and 1052 are 2, depths of coding units 1020, 1022, 1024,
1026, 1030, 1032, and 1048 are 3, and depths of coding units 1040, 1042, 1044, and 1046 are 4.
[0279] In the prediction units 1060, some encoding units 1014, 1016, 1022, 1032, 1048, 1050, 1052, and 1054 are
obtained by splitting the coding units in the encoding units 1010. In other words, partition types in the coding units 1014,
1022, 1050, and 1054 have a size of 2NxN, partition types in the coding units 1016, 1048, and 1052 have a size of
Nx2N, and a partition type of the coding unit 1032 has a size of NxN. Prediction units and partitions of the coding units
1010 are smaller than or equal to each coding unit.
[0280] Transformation or inverse transformation is performed on image data of the coding unit 1052 in the transfor-
mation units 1070 in a data unit that is smaller than the coding unit 1052. Also, the coding units 1014, 1016, 1022, 1032,
1048, 1050, and 1052 in the transformation units 1070 are different from those in the prediction units 1060 in terms of
sizes and shapes. In other words, the video encoding and decoding apparatuses 100 and 200 may perform intra prediction,
motion estimation, motion compensation, transformation, and inverse transformation individually on a data unit in the
same coding unit.
[0281] Accordingly, encoding is recursively performed on each of coding units having a hierarchical structure in each
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region of a maximum coding unit to determine an optimum coding unit, and thus coding units having a recursive tree
structure may be obtained. Encoding information may include split information about a coding unit, information about a
partition type, information about a prediction mode, and information about a size of a transformation unit. Table 1 shows
the encoding information that may be set by the video encoding and decoding apparatuses 100 and 200.

[0282] The output unit 130 of the video encoding apparatus 100 may output the encoding information about the coding
units having a tree structure, and the image data and encoding information extractor 220 of the video decoding apparatus
200 may extract the encoding information about the coding units having a tree structure from a received bitstream.
[0283] Split information indicates whether a current coding unit is split into coding units of a lower depth. If split
information of a current depth d is 0, a depth, in which a current coding unit is no longer split into a lower depth, is a
coded depth, and thus information about a partition type, prediction mode, and a size of a transformation unit may be
defined for the coded depth. If the current coding unit is further split according to the split information, encoding is
independently performed on four split coding units of a lower depth.
[0284] A prediction mode may be one of an intra mode, an inter mode, and a skip mode. The intra mode and the inter
mode may be defined in all partition types, and the skip mode is defined only in a partition type having a size of 2Nx2N.
[0285] The information about the partition type may indicate symmetrical partition types having sizes of 2Nx2N, 2NxN,
Nx2N, and NxN, which are obtained by symmetrically splitting a height or a width of a prediction unit, and asymmetrical
partition types having sizes of 2NxnU, 2NxnD, nLx2N, and nRx2N, which are obtained by asymmetrically splitting the
height or width of the prediction unit. The asymmetrical partition types having the sizes of 2NxnU and 2NxnD may be
respectively obtained by splitting the height of the prediction unit in 1:3 and 3:1, and the asymmetrical partition types
having the sizes of nLx2N and nRx2N may be respectively obtained by splitting the width of the prediction unit in 1:3 and 3:1
[0286] The size of the transformation unit may be set to be two types in the intra mode and two types in the inter mode.
In other words, if split information of the transformation unit is 0, the size of the transformation unit may be 2Nx2N, which
is the size of the current coding unit. If split information of the transformation unit is 1, the transformation units may be
obtained by splitting the current coding unit. Also, if a partition type of the current coding unit having the size of 2Nx2N
is a symmetrical partition type, a size of a transformation unit may be NxN, and if the partition type of the current coding
unit is an asymmetrical partition type, the size of the transformation unit may be N/2xN/2.
[0287] The encoding information about coding units having a tree structure may include at least one of a coding unit
corresponding to a coded depth, a prediction unit, and a minimum unit. The coding unit corresponding to the coded
depth may include at least one of a prediction unit and a minimum unit containing the same encoding information.
[0288] Accordingly, it is determined whether adjacent data units are included in the same coding unit corresponding
to the coded depth by comparing encoding information of the adjacent data units. Also, a corresponding coding unit
corresponding to a coded depth is determined by using encoding information of a data unit, and thus a distribution of
coded depths in a maximum coding unit may be determined.
[0289] Accordingly, if a current coding unit is predicted based on encoding information of adjacent data units, encoding
information of data units in deeper coding units adjacent to the current coding unit may be directly referred to and used.
[0290] Alternatively, if a current coding unit is predicted based on encoding information of adjacent data units, data
units adjacent to the current coding unit are searched using encoded information of the data units, and the searched
adjacent coding units may be referred to for predicting the current coding unit.
[0291] FIG. 21 is a diagram for describing a relationship between a coding unit, a prediction unit or a partition, and a
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transformation unit, according to encoding mode information of Table 1.
[0292] A maximum coding unit 1300 includes coding units 1302, 1304, 1306, 1312, 1314, 1316, and 1318 of coded
depths. Here, since the coding unit 1318 is a coding unit of a coded depth, split information may be set to 0. Information
about a partition type of the coding unit 1318 having a size of 2Nx2N may be set to be one of a partition type 1322 having
a size of 2Nx2N, a partition type 1324 having a size of 2NxN, a partition type 1326 having a size of Nx2N, a partition
type 1328 having a size of NxN, a partition type 1332 having a size of 2NxnU, a partition type 1334 having a size of
2NxnD, a partition type 1336 having a size of nLx2N, and a partition type 1338 having a size of nRx2N.
[0293] Split information (TU (Transformation Unit)size flag) of a transformation unit is a type of a transformation index.
The size of the transformation unit corresponding to the transformation index may be changed according to a prediction
unit type or partition type of the coding unit.
[0294] For example, when the partition type is set to be symmetrical, i.e. the partition type 1322, 1324, 1326, or 1328,
a transformation unit 1342 having a size of 2Nx2N is set if split information (TU size flag) of a transformation unit is 0,
and a transformation unit 1344 having a size of NxN is set if a TU size flag is 1.
[0295] When the partition type is set to be asymmetrical, i.e., the partition type 1332, 1334, 1336, or 1338, a transfor-
mation unit 1352 having a size of 2Nx2N is set if a TU size flag is 0, and a transformation unit 1354 having a size of
N/2xN/2 is set if a TU size flag is 1.
[0296] Referring to FIG. 21, the TU size flag is a flag having a value of 0 or 1, but the TU size flag is not limited to 1
bit, and a transformation unit may be hierarchically split having a tree structure while the TU size flag increases from 0.
Split information (TU size flag) of a transformation unit may be an example of a transformation index.
[0297] In this case, the size of a transformation unit that has been actually used may be expressed by using a TU size
flag of a transformation unit, according to an embodiment of the present invention, together with a maximum size and
minimum size of the transformation unit. According to an embodiment of the present invention, the video encoding
apparatus 100 is capable of encoding maximum transformation unit size information, minimum transformation unit size
information, and a maximum TU size flag. The result of encoding the maximum transformation unit size information, the
minimum transformation unit size information, and the maximum TU size flag may be inserted into an SPS. According
to an embodiment of the present invention, the video decoding apparatus 200 may decode video by using the maximum
transformation unit size information, the minimum transformation unit size information, and the maximum TU size flag.
[0298] For example, (a) if the size of a current coding unit is 64x64 and a maximum transformation unit size is 32x32,
(a-1) then the size of a transformation unit may be 32x32 when a TU size flag is 0, (a-2) may be 16x16 when the TU
size flag is 1, and (a-3) may be 8x8 when the TU size flag is 2.
[0299] As another example, (b) if the size of the current coding unit is 32x32 and a minimum transformation unit size
is 32x32, (b-1) then the size of the transformation unit may be 32x32 when the TU size flag is 0. Here, the TU size flag
cannot be set to a value other than 0, since the size of the transformation unit cannot be less than 32x32.
[0300] As another example, (c) if the size of the current coding unit is 64x64 and a maximum TU size flag is 1, then
the TU size flag may be 0 or 1. Here, the TU size flag cannot be set to a value other than 0 or 1.
[0301] Thus, if it is defined that the maximum TU size flag is ’MaxTransformSizelndex’, a minimum transformation unit
size is ’MinTransformSize’, and a transformation unit size is ’RootTuSize’ when the TU size flag is 0, then a current
minimum transformation unit size ’CurrMinTuSize’ that can be determined in a current coding unit, may be defined by
Equation (1): 

[0302] Compared to the current minimum transformation unit size ’CurrMinTuSize’ that can be determined in the
current coding unit, a transformation unit size ’RootTuSize’ when the TU size flag is 0 may denote a maximum transfor-
mation unit size that can be selected in the system. In Equation (1), ’RootTuSize/(2^MaxTransformSizeIndex)’ denotes
a transformation unit size when the transformation unit size ’RootTuSize’, when the TU size flag is 0, is split a number
of times corresponding to the maximum TU size flag, and ’MinTransformSize’ denotes a minimum transformation size.
Thus, a smaller value from among ’RootTuSize/(2^MaxTransformSizeIndex)’ and ’MinTransformSize’ may be the current
minimum transformation unit size ’CurrMinTuSize’ that can be determined in the current coding unit.
[0303] According to an embodiment of the present invention, the maximum transformation unit size RootTuSize may
vary according to the type of a prediction mode.
[0304] For example, if a current prediction mode is an inter mode, then ’RootTuSize’ may be determined by using
Equation (2) below. In Equation (2), ’MaxTransformSize’ denotes a maximum transformation unit size, and ’PUSize’
denotes a current prediction unit size. 
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[0305] That is, if the current prediction mode is the inter mode, the transformation unit size ’RootTuSize’, when the
TU size flag is 0, may be a smaller value from among the maximum transformation unit size and the current prediction
unit size.
[0306] If a prediction mode of a current partition unit is an intra mode, ’RootTuSize’ may be determined by using
Equation (3) below. In Equation (3), ’PartitionSize’ denotes the size of the current partition unit. 

[0307] That is, if the current prediction mode is the intra mode, the transformation unit size ’RootTuSize’ when the TU
size flag is 0 may be a smaller value from among the maximum transformation unit size and the size of the current
partition unit.
[0308] However, the current maximum transformation unit size ’RootTuSize’ that varies according to the type of a
prediction mode in a partition unit is just an example and the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0309] According to the video encoding method based on coding units having a tree structure as described with
reference to FIGS. 7 through 19, image data of a spatial region is encoded for each coding unit of a tree structure.
According to the video decoding method based on coding units having a tree structure, decoding is performed for each
maximum coding unit to restore image data of a spatial region. Thus, a picture and a video that is a picture sequence
may be restored. The restored video may be reproduced by a reproducing apparatus, stored in a storage medium, or
transmitted through a network.
[0310] The embodiments of the present invention may be written as computer programs and may be implemented in
general-use digital computers that execute the programs using a computer readable recording medium. Examples of
the computer readable recording medium include magnetic storage media (e.g., ROM, floppy disks, hard disks, etc.)
and optical recording media (e.g., CD-ROMs, or DVDs).
[0311] For convenience of description, the video encoding method according to the inverse transformation method
that has been described with reference to FIGS. 1 through 21, will be collectively referred to as a ’video encoding method
according to the present invention’. In addition, the video decoding method according to the inverse transformation
method that has been described with reference to FIGS. 1 through 21, will be referred to as a ’video decoding method
according to the present invention’.
[0312] A video encoding apparatus including the inverse transformation apparatus 10, the video encoding apparatus
70, the video decoding apparatus 50, and the video encoding apparatus 100, which has been described with reference
to FIGS. 1 through 21, will be referred to as a ’video encoding apparatus according to the present invention’. In addition,
a video decoding apparatus including the inverse transformation apparatus 10, the video decoding apparatus 50, the
video decoding apparatus 20, or the image decoder 500, which has been descried with reference to FIGS. 1 through
21, will be referred to as a ’video decoding apparatus according to the present invention’.
[0313] A computer readable recording medium storing a program, e.g., a disc 26000, according to an embodiment of
the present invention will now be described in detail.
[0314] FIG. 22 illustrates a physical structure of a disc 26000 that stores a program, according to an embodiment. The
disc 26000 which is a storage medium may be a hard drive, a compact disc-read only memory (CD-ROM) disc, a Blu-
ray disc, or a digital versatile disc (DVD). The disc 26000 includes a plurality of concentric tracks Tr each being divided
into a specific number of sectors Se in a circumferential direction of the disc 26000. In a specific region of the disc 26000,
a program that executes the inverse transformation method, the video encoding method, and the video decoding method
as described above may be assigned and stored.
[0315] A computer system embodied using a storage medium that stores a program for executing a video encoding
method and a video decoding method as described above will now be described with reference to FIG. 23.
[0316] FIG. 23 illustrates a disc drive 26800 that records and reads a program by using a disc 26000. A computer
system 26700 may store a program that executes at least one of a video encoding method and a video decoding method
according to an embodiment of the present invention, in a disc 26000 via the disc drive 26800. To run the program stored
in the disc 26000 in the computer system 26700, the program may be read from the disc 26000 and be transmitted to
the computer system 26700 by using the disc drive 26800.
[0317] The program that executes at least one of a video encoding method and a video decoding method according
to an embodiment of the present invention may be stored not only in the disc 26000 illustrated in FIG. 22 or 23 but also
in a memory card, a ROM cassette, or a solid state drive (SSD).
[0318] A system to which the video encoding method and a video decoding method described above are applied will
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be described below.
[0319] FIG. 24 illustrates an entire structure of a content supply system 11000 that provides content distribution service.
A service area of a communication system is divided into predetermined-sized cells, and wireless base stations 11700,
11800, 11900, and 12000 are installed in these cells, respectively.
[0320] The content supply system 11000 includes a plurality of independent devices. For example, the plurality of
independent devices, such as a computer 12100, a personal digital assistant (PDA) 12200, a video camera 12300, and
a mobile phone 12500, are connected to the Internet 11100 via an internet service provider 11200, a communication
network 11400, and the wireless base stations 11700, 11800, 11900, and 12000.
[0321] However, the content supply system 11000 is not limited to as illustrated in FIG. 24, and devices may be
selectively connected thereto. The plurality of independent devices may be directly connected to the communication
network 11400, not via the wireless base stations 11700, 11800, 11900, and 12000.
[0322] The video camera 12300 is an imaging device, e.g., a digital video camera, which is capable of capturing video
images. The mobile phone 12500 may employ at least one communication method from among various protocols, e.g.,
Personal Digital Communications (PDC), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Wideband-Code Division Multiple
Access (W-CDMA), Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), and Personal Handyphone System (PHS).
[0323] The video camera 12300 may be connected to a streaming server 11300 via the wireless base station 11900
and the communication network 11400. The streaming server 11300 allows content received from a user via the video
camera 12300 to be streamed via a real-time broadcast. The content received from the video camera 12300 may be
encoded using the video camera 12300 or the streaming server 11300. Video data captured by the video camera 12300
may be transmitted to the streaming server 11300 via the computer 12100.
[0324] Video data captured by a camera 12600 may also be transmitted to the streaming server 11300 via the computer
12100. The camera 12600 is an imaging device capable of capturing both still images and video images, similar to a
digital camera. The video data captured by the camera 12600 may be encoded using the camera 12600 or the computer
12100. Software that performs encoding and decoding video may be stored in a computer readable recording medium,
e.g., a CD-ROM disc, a floppy disc, a hard disc drive, an SSD, or a memory card, which may be accessible by the
computer 12100.
[0325] If video data is captured by a camera built in the mobile phone 12500, the video data may be received from
the mobile phone 12500.
[0326] The video data may also be encoded by a large scale integrated circuit (LSI) system installed in the video
camera 12300, the mobile phone 12500, or the camera 12600.
[0327] According to an embodiment, the content supply system 11000 may encode content data recorded by a user
using the video camera 12300, the camera 12600, the mobile phone 12500, or another imaging device, e.g., content
recorded during a concert, and transmit the encoded content data to the streaming server 11300. The streaming server
11300 may transmit the encoded content data in a type of a streaming content to other clients that request the content data.
[0328] The clients are devices capable of decoding the encoded content data, e.g., the computer 12100, the PDA
12200, the video camera 12300, or the mobile phone 12500. Thus, the content supply system 11000 allows the clients
to receive and reproduce the encoded content data. Also, the content supply system 11000 allows the clients to receive
the encoded content data and decode and reproduce the encoded content data in real time, thereby enabling personal
broadcasting.
[0329] Encoding and decoding operations of the plurality of independent devices included in the content supply system
11000 may be similar to those of a video encoding apparatus and a video decoding apparatus according to an embodiment
of the present invention.
[0330] The mobile phone 12500 included in the content supply system 11000 according to an embodiment of the
present invention will now be described in greater detail with referring to FIGS. 25 and 26.
[0331] FIG. 25 illustrates an external structure of a mobile phone 12500 to which a video encoding method and a video
decoding method are applied, according to an embodiment of the present invention. The mobile phone 12500 may be
a smart phone, the functions of which are not limited and a large part of the functions of which may be changed or expanded.
[0332] The mobile phone 12500 includes an internal antenna 12510 via which a radio-frequency (RF) signal may be
exchanged with the wireless base station 12000 of FIG. 25, and includes a display screen 12520 for displaying images
captured by a camera 12530 or images that are received via the antenna 12510 and decoded, e.g., a liquid crystal
display (LCD) or an organic light-emitting diodes (OLED) screen. The smart phone 12500 includes an operation panel
12540 including a control button and a touch panel. If the display screen 12520 is a touch screen, the operation panel
12540 further includes a touch sensing panel of the display screen 12520. The smart phone 12500 includes a speaker
12580 for outputting voice and sound or another type sound output unit, and a microphone 12550 for inputting voice
and sound or another type sound input unit. The smart phone 12500 further includes the camera 12530, such as a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, to capture video and still images. The smart phone 12500 may further include a
storage medium 12570 for storing encoded/decoded data, e.g., video or still images captured by the camera 12530,
received via email, or obtained according to various ways; and a slot 12560 via which the storage medium 12570 is
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loaded into the mobile phone 12500. The storage medium 12570 may be a flash memory, e.g., a secure digital (SD)
card or an electrically erasable and programmable read only memory (EEPROM) included in a plastic case.
[0333] FIG. 26 illustrates an internal structure of the mobile phone 12500. To systemically control parts of the mobile
phone 12500 including the display screen 12520 and the operation panel 12540, a power supply circuit 12700, an
operation input controller 12640, an image encoding unit 12720, a camera interface 12630, an LCD controller 12620,
an image decoding unit 12690, a multiplexer/demultiplexer 12680, a recording/reading unit 12670, a modulation/demod-
ulation unit 12660, and a sound processor 12650 are connected to a central controller 12710 via a synchronization bus
12730.
[0334] If a user operates a power button and sets from a ’power off’ state to a power on’ state, the power supply circuit
12700 supplies power to all the parts of the mobile phone 12500 from a battery pack, thereby setting the mobile phone
12500 in an operation mode.
[0335] The central controller 12710 includes a central processing unit (CPU), a ROM, and a random access memory
(RAM).
[0336] While the mobile phone 12500 transmits communication data to the outside, a digital signal is generated in the
mobile phone 12500 under control of the central controller. For example, the sound processor 12650 may generate a
digital sound signal, the image encoding unit 12720 may generate a digital image signal, and text data of a message
may be generated via the operation panel 12540 and the operation input controller 12640. When a digital signal is
delivered to the modulation/demodulation unit 12660 under control of the central controller 12710, the modulation/de-
modulation unit 12660 modulates a frequency band of the digital signal, and a communication circuit 12610 performs
digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) and frequency conversion on the frequency band-modulated digital sound signal. A
transmission signal output from the communication circuit 12610 may be transmitted to a voice communication base
station or the wireless base station 12000 via the antenna 12510.
[0337] For example, when the mobile phone 12500 is in a conversation mode, a sound signal obtained via the micro-
phone 12550 is transformed into a digital sound signal by the sound processor 12650, under control of the central
controller 12710. The digital sound signal may be transformed into a transformation signal via the modulation/demodu-
lation unit 12660 and the communication circuit 12610, and may be transmitted via the antenna 12510.
[0338] When a text message, e.g., email, is transmitted in a data communication mode, text data of the text message
is input via the operation panel 12540 and is transmitted to the central controller 12710 via the operation input controller
12640. Under control of the central controller 12710, the text data is transformed into a transmission signal via the
modulation/demodulation unit 12660 and the communication circuit 12610 and is transmitted to the wireless base station
12000 via the antenna 12510.
[0339] To transmit image data in the data communication mode, image data captured by the camera 12530 is provided
to the image encoding unit 12720 via the camera interface 12630. The captured image data may be directly displayed
on the display screen 12520 via the camera interface 12630 and the LCD controller 12620.
[0340] A structure of the image encoding unit 12720 may correspond to that of the video encoding apparatus 100
described above. The image encoding unit 12720 may transform the image data received from the camera 12530 into
compressed and encoded image data according to a video encoding method employed by the video encoding apparatus
100 or the image encoder 400 described above, and then output the encoded image data to the multiplexer/demultiplexer
12680. During a recording operation of the camera 12530, a sound signal obtained by the microphone 12550 of the
mobile phone 12500 may be transformed into digital sound data via the sound processor 12650, and the digital sound
data may be delivered to the multiplexer/demultiplexer 12680.
[0341] The multiplexer/demultiplexer 12680 multiplexes the encoded image data received from the image encoding
unit 12720, together with the sound data received from the sound processor 12650. A result of multiplexing the data
may be transformed into a transmission signal via the modulation/demodulation unit 12660 and the communication
circuit 12610, and may then be transmitted via the antenna 12510.
[0342] While the mobile phone 12500 receives communication data from the outside, frequency recovery and ADC
are performed on a signal received via the antenna 12510 to transform the signal into a digital signal. The modulation/de-
modulation unit 12660 modulates a frequency band of the digital signal. The frequency-band modulated digital signal is
transmitted to the video decoding unit 12690, the sound processor 12650, or the LCD controller 12620, according to the
type of the digital signal.
[0343] In the conversation mode, the mobile phone 12500 amplifies a signal received via the antenna 12510, and
obtains a digital sound signal by performing frequency conversion and ADC on the amplified signal. A received digital
sound signal is transformed into an analog sound signal via the modulation/demodulation unit 12660 and the sound
processor 12650, and the analog sound signal is output via the speaker 12580, under control of the central controller
12710.
[0344] When in the data communication mode, data of a video file accessed at an Internet website is received, a signal
received from wireless base station 12000 via the antenna 12510 is output as multiplexed data via the modulation/de-
modulation unit 12660, and the multiplexed data is transmitted to the multiplexer/demultiplexer 12680.
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[0345] To decode the multiplexed data received via the antenna 12510, the multiplexer/demultiplexer 12680 demul-
tiplexes the multiplexed data into an encoded video data stream and an encoded audio data stream. Via the synchro-
nization bus 12730, the encoded video data stream and the encoded audio data stream are provided to the video
decoding unit 12690 and the sound processor 12650, respectively.
[0346] A structure of the image decoding unit 12690 may correspond to that of the video decoding apparatus 200
described above. The image decoding unit 12690 may decode the encoded video data to obtain restored video data
and provide the restored video data to the display screen 12520 via the LCD controller 12620, according to a video
decoding method employed by the video decoding apparatus 200 or the image decoder 500 described above.
[0347] Thus, the data of the video file accessed at the Internet website may be displayed on the display screen 12520.
At the same time, the sound processor 12650 may transform audio data into an analog sound signal, and provide the
analog sound signal to the speaker 12580. Thus, audio data contained in the video file accessed at the Internet website
may also be reproduced via the speaker 12580.
[0348] The mobile phone 12500 or another type of communication terminal may be a transceiving terminal including
both a video encoding apparatus and a video decoding apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention,
may be a transceiving terminal including only the video encoding apparatus, or may be a transceiving terminal including
only the video decoding apparatus.
[0349] A communication system according to the present invention is not limited to the communication system described
above with reference to FIG. 25. For example, FIG. 27 illustrates a digital broadcasting system employing a communication
system, according to an embodiment of the present invention. The digital broadcasting system of FIG. 27 may receive
a digital broadcast transmitted via a satellite or a terrestrial network by using a video encoding apparatus and a video
decoding apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0350] Specifically, a broadcasting station 12890 transmits a video data stream to a communication satellite or a
broadcasting satellite 12900 by using radio waves. The broadcasting satellite 12900 transmits a broadcast signal, and
the broadcast signal is transmitted to a satellite broadcast receiver via a household antenna 12860. In every house, an
encoded video stream may be decoded and reproduced by a TV receiver 12810, a set-top box 12870, or another device.
[0351] When a video decoding apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention is implemented in a
reproducing apparatus 12830, the reproducing apparatus 12830 may parse and decode an encoded video stream
recorded on a storage medium 12820, such as a disc or a memory card to restore digital signals. Thus, the restored
video signal may be reproduced, for example, on a monitor 12840.
[0352] In the set-top box 12870 connected to the antenna 12860 for a satellite/terrestrial broadcast or a cable antenna
12850 for receiving a cable television (TV) broadcast, a video decoding apparatus according to an embodiment of the
present invention may be installed. Data output from the set-top box 12870 may also be reproduced on a TV monitor 12880.
[0353] As another example, a video decoding apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention may
be installed in the TV receiver 12810 instead of the set-top box 12870.
[0354] An automobile 12920 including an appropriate antenna 12910 may receive a signal transmitted from the satellite
12900 or the wireless base station 11700 of FIG. 24. A decoded video may be reproduced on a display screen of an
automobile navigation system 12930 built in the automobile 12920.
[0355] A video signal may be encoded by a video encoding apparatus according to an embodiment of the present
invention and may then be stored in a storage medium. Specifically, an image signal may be stored in a DVD disc 12960
by a DVD recorder or may be stored in a hard disc by a hard disc recorder 12950. As another example, the video signal
may be stored in an SD card 12970. If the hard disc recorder 12950 includes a video decoding apparatus according to
an embodiment of the present invention, a video signal recorded on the DVD disc 12960, the SD card 12970, or another
storage medium may be reproduced on the TV monitor 12880.
[0356] The automobile navigation system 12930 may not include the camera 12530, the camera interface 12630, and
the image encoding unit 12720 of FIG. 27. For example, the computer 12100 and the TV receiver 12810 may not be
included in the camera 12530, the camera interface 12630, and the image encoding unit 12720 of FIG. 27.
[0357] FIG. 28 illustrates a network structure of a cloud computing system using a video encoding apparatus and a
video decoding apparatus, according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0358] The cloud computing system may include a cloud computing server 14000, a user database (DB) 14100, a
plurality of computing resources 14200, and a user terminal.
[0359] The cloud computing system provides an on-demand outsourcing service of the plurality of computing resources
14200 via a data communication network, e.g., the Internet, in response to a request from the user terminal. Under a
cloud computing environment, a service provider provides users with desired services by combining computing resources
at data centers located at physically different locations by using virtualization technology. A service user does not have
to install computing resources, e.g., an application, a storage, an operating system (OS), and security, into his/her own
terminal in order to use them, but may select and use desired services from among services in a virtual space generated
through the virtualization technology, at a desired point of time.
[0360] A user terminal of a specified service user is connected to the cloud computing server 14100 via a data com-
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munication network including the Internet and a mobile telecommunication network. User terminals may be provided
cloud computing services, and particularly video reproduction services, from the cloud computing server 14100. The
user terminals may be various types of electronic devices capable of being connected to the Internet, e.g., a desk-top
PC 14300, a smart TV 14400, a smart phone 14500, a notebook computer 14600, a portable multimedia player (PMP)
14700, a tablet PC 14800, and the like.
[0361] The cloud computing server 14100 may combine the plurality of computing resources 14200 distributed in a
cloud network and provide user terminals with a result of the combining. The plurality of computing resources 14200
may include various data services, and may include data uploaded from user terminals. As described above, the cloud
computing server 14100 may provide user terminals with desired services by combining video database distributed in
different regions according to the virtualization technology.
[0362] User information about users who has subscribed to a cloud computing service is stored in the user DB 14100.
The user information may include logging information, addresses, names, and personal credit information of the users.
The user information may further include indexes of videos. Here, the indexes may include a list of videos that have
already been reproduced, a list of videos that are being reproduced, a pausing point of a video that was being reproduced,
and the like.
[0363] Information about a video stored in the user DB 14100 may be shared between user devices. For example,
when a video service is provided to the notebook computer 14600 in response to a request from the notebook computer
14600, a reproduction history of the video service is stored in the user DB 14100. When a request to reproduce this
video service is received from the smart phone 14500, the cloud computing server 14100 searches for and reproduces
this video service, based on the user DB 14100. When the smart phone 14500 receives a video data stream from the
cloud computing server 14100, a process of reproducing video by decoding the video data stream is similar to an
operation of the mobile phone 12500 described above with reference to FIG. 27.
[0364] The cloud computing server 14100 may refer to a reproduction history of a desired video service, stored in the
user DB 14100. For example, the cloud computing server 14100 receives a request to reproduce a video stored in the
user DB 14100, from a user terminal. If this video was being reproduced, then a method of streaming this video, performed
by the cloud computing server 14100 may vary according to the request from the user terminal, i.e., according to whether
the video will be reproduced, starting from a start thereof or a pausing point thereof. For example, if the user terminal
requests to reproduce the video, starting from the start thereof, the cloud computing server 14100 transmits streaming
data of the video starting from a first frame thereof to the user terminal. If the user terminal requests to reproduce the
video, starting from the pausing point thereof, the cloud computing server 14100 transmits streaming data of the video
starting from a frame corresponding to the pausing point, to the user terminal.
[0365] In this case, the user terminal may include a video decoding apparatus as described above with reference to
FIGS. 1 to 22. As another example, the user terminal may include a video encoding apparatus as described above with
reference to FIGS. 1 to 22. Alternatively, the user terminal may include both the video decoding apparatus and the video
encoding apparatus as described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 22.
[0366] Various applications of a video encoding method, a video decoding method, a video encoding apparatus, and
a video decoding apparatus according to embodiments of the present invention described above with reference to FIGS.
1 to 21 have been described above with reference to FIGS. 22 to 28. However, methods of storing the video encoding
method and the video decoding method in a storage medium or methods of implementing the video encoding apparatus
and the video decoding apparatus in a device according to various embodiments of the present invention, are not limited
to the embodiments described above with reference to FIGS. 22 to 28.
[0367] While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to exemplary embodi-
ments thereof, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that various changes in form and details may be
made therein without departing from the spirit and scope according to the present invention as defined by the following
claims.

Claims

1. An inverse transformation method for video decoding, comprising:

receiving quantized transformation coefficients of a current block;
generating transformation coefficients by inverse-quantizing the quantized transformation coefficients, and clip-
ping the generated transformation coefficients to a range of a first maximum value and a first minimum value
that are determined based on a size of the current block;
performing first inverse transformation on the clipped transformation coefficients by using a first inverse trans-
formation matrix, and clipping intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation to a range of a
second maximum value and a second minimum value determined based on the size of the current block and
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an internal bit depth; and
performing second inverse transformation on the clipped intermediate data by using a second inverse transfor-
mation matrix.

2. The inverse transformation method of claim 1, wherein the first inverse transformation matrix is a one-dimensional
(1 D) inverse transformation matrix in a vertical frequency direction, and the second inverse transformation matrix
is a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a horizontal frequency direction.

3. The inverse transformation method of claim 2, wherein the clipping of the intermediate data comprises:

storing the intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation in a first storage unit; and
storing the clipped intermediate data in a second storage unit,
wherein the first maximum value is determined by using a first storage maximum value indicating a maximum
value of data storable in the first storage unit, a second storage maximum value indicating a maximum value
of data storable in the second storage unit, and a length of the first inverse transformation matrix,
the second maximum value is determined by using the first storage maximum value, the second storage max-
imum value, a length of the second inverse transformation matrix, and an internal matrix,
the length of the first inverse transformation matrix is determined based on the size of the current block and the
length of the second inverse transformation matrix is determined based on the size of the current block, and
the first minimum value is a minimum negative value corresponding to the first maximum value and the second
minimum value is a minimum negative value corresponding to the second maximum value.

4. The inverse transformation method of claim 3, wherein a smaller value from among a value obtained by dividing a
de-scaling bitwise-shifted value of the second storage maximum value by the length of the first inverse transformation
matrix, and a value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum value by the length of the first inverse transfor-
mation matrix is determined as the first maximum value, and
a smaller value from among a value obtained by dividing a de-scaling bitwise-shifted value of the second storage
maximum value considering the internal bit depth by the length of the second inverse transformation matrix, and a
value obtained by dividing the first storage maximum value by the length of the second inverse transformation matrix
is determined as the second maximum value.

5. The inverse transformation method of claim 4, wherein the length of the first inverse transformation matrix is an L1-
norm value of the first inverse transformation matrix, and
the length of the second inverse transformation matrix is an L1-norm value of the second inverse transformation
matrix.

6. The inverse transformation method of claim 1, further comprising:

performing intra prediction decoding or motion compensation on restored residual data of the current block,
which is generated via the second inverse transformation; and
restoring image data of the current block via the intra prediction decoding or motion compensation.

7. The inverse transformation method of claim 6, wherein the receiving of the quantized transformation coefficients
comprises extracting the quantized transformation coefficients of the current block by parsing a received bitstream
and performing entropy decoding.

8. The inverse transformation method of claim 6, wherein the receiving of the quantized transformation coefficients
comprises:

performing transformation and quantization on residual data of the current block, which is generated via intra
prediction encoding or motion prediction; and
receiving the quantized transformation coefficients generated via the transformation and the quantization.

9. An inverse transformation apparatus for video decoding, comprising:

an inverse quantizer for generating transformation coefficients by inverse-quantizing quantized transformation
coefficients of a current block, and clipping the generated transformation coefficients to a range of a first maximum
value and a first minimum value that are determined based on a size of the current block;
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a first inverse transformer for performing first inverse transformation on the clipped transformation coefficients
by using a first inverse transformation matrix, and clipping first intermediate data generated via the first inverse
transformation to a range of a second maximum value and a second minimum value determined based on the
size of the current block and an internal bit depth; and
a second inverse transformer for performing second inverse transformation on the clipped first intermediate
data by using a second inverse transformation matrix.

10. The inverse transformation apparatus of claim 9, further comprising:

a first storage unit for storing the first intermediate data generated via the first inverse transformation;
a second storage unit for storing the clipped first intermediate data; and
a third storage unit for storing restored residual data of the current block by de-scaling bitwise-shifting second
intermediate data generated via the second inverse transformation considering an internal bit depth.

11. The inverse transformation apparatus of claim 9, wherein the first inverse transformation matrix is a one-dimensional
(1 D) inverse transformation matrix in a vertical frequency direction, and the second inverse transformation matrix
is a 1 D inverse transformation matrix in a horizontal frequency direction.

12. The inverse transformation apparatus of claim 9, wherein the first maximum value is determined by using a first
storage maximum value indicating a maximum value of data storable in the first storage unit, a second storage
maximum value indicating a maximum value of data storable in the second storage unit, and a length of the first
inverse transformation matrix,
the second maximum value is determined by using the first storage maximum value, the second storage maximum
value, a length of the second inverse transformation matrix, and an internal matrix,
the length of the first inverse transformation matrix is determined based on the size of the current block and the
length of the second inverse transformation matrix is determined based on the size of the current block, and
the first minimum value is a minimum negative value corresponding to the first maximum value and the second
minimum value is a minimum negative value corresponding to the second maximum value.

13. The inverse transformation apparatus of claim 9, further comprising a prediction decoder for restoring image data
of the current block by performing intra prediction decoding or motion compensation on restored residual data of
the current block, which is generated via the second inverse transformation.

14. The inverse transformation apparatus of claim 13, further comprising an encoder for performing transformation and
quantization on residual data of the current block, which is generated via intra prediction encoding or motion pre-
diction,
wherein the inverse quantizer performs inverse quantization on quantized transformation coefficients generated by
the encoder.

15. A computer-readable recording medium having recorded thereon a program for executing the inverse transformation
method of claim 1.
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